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GENERAL

ENERGY POLICYAND FORECASTS

NEW ENERGY TURMOIL COMING SAYS THE

ECONOMIST

A series of articles in Jhg Economist makes the

case for a new energy shock on the horizon. A

digest of the articles follows.

In 1973, the world suddenly woke up to the fact

that control of oil, its main source of energy, had

fallen into the hands of desert sheikhs, tottering
democracies and unpredictable dictators. Every
link in the chain of energy supply and consump
tion reverberated to the shock. It took a decade,

a second oil shock and a world recession for the

rich economies to adjust. Wherever possible,

coal, natural gas and nuclear power supplanted

oil; conservation became an obsession.

Twenty years after the first shock, another huge
shift is under way. The shape and size of world

energy demand is increasingly being determined

not by rich countries but by the fast-growing

developing countries of Latin American and Asia.

The full effect of the shift among consuming

countries will not be felt for many years. But it is

inexorable; and far-reaching.

By 2010 the share of total energy consumption

accounted for by the rich countries will have fal

len below 50 percent for the first time in the in

dustrial era. Eastern Europe and the former

Soviet Union will consume a sixth. The share of

developing countries will have climbed from

27 percent now to 40 percent, and be rushing

upward faster than ever. The growth in energy

consumption in developing countries between

2000 and 2010 will be greater than today's con

sumption inWestern Europe. By 2010 their emis

sions of carbon dioxide will be almost as big as

those of thewhole world in 1970. So says the In

ternational EnergyAgency (IEA).

The World Energy Council (WEC) has published

some scenarios too. These suggest that by

2020, in a
"high-growth"

case, annual world

energy demand could be double today's level.

More than 90 million barrels a day (b/d) of oil will

be consumed, an increase of 27 million
b/d-

OPEC's entire output now. Coal output will al

most double, approaching 7 billion tonnes. Gas

demand will more than double, reaching 4 trillion

cubic meters. More electrical generating

capacity will be built over the next 25 years than

was built in the previous century.

The WEC's figures, like those of the IEA, are

dominated by Latin America and especially Asia.

So long as rich countries accounted for the lion's

share of energy consumption, small changes in

their economies swamped the relentless growth

of demand in the developing world. That is one

reason why improved energy efficiency and two

recessions in the 1980s were able to keep the oil

market slack, despite a rise in oil demand in

developing Asia of more than 80 percent be

tween 1982 and 1992. But this is about to

change. When you are 20 percent of world con

sumption, 6 percent growth does not matter.

When you are 50 percent it does.

Over the coming 25 years there will no doubt be

enormous technological and regulatory changes

in the OECD. Eastern Europe and Russia will

rebuild their energy industries almost from

scratch. But all this could be overshadowed by
the growth of developing-country demand for

energy. And the West's rather quaint effort to

restrain carbon emissions-its response to the

dangers of unpredictable climatic change-will be

overwhelmed by the billions of extra tonnes of

coal that China and India are going to burn.

Perhaps all this sounds like an unthinking ex

trapolation into an unsustainable future. Think

again. The world has seen periods of unbroken

prosperity before. In the West after the second

World War; in Japan from the late 1950s; and in

the four tigers of South Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong and Singapore. Malaysia, Thailand and In

donesia are now thriving. Parts of Latin America

are following suit. And then there are India and

China.
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With 40 percent of the world's people, India and

China loom large in any analysis of energy's fu

ture.

Energy consumption in India has more than

tripled since 1970. In China, consumption has

increased 22-fold since 1952. And still there Is

huge suppressed demand in both countries.

Even political turmoil has not dented demand for

long.

This is because the demand for energy in

developing countries is being driven by irresis

tible forces. One is demography. The world's

population will increase by 2.7 billion people, to

over 8 billion, by 2020; over 60 percent of those

extra people will be bom in Asia and Latin

America. A second is the process of early

development. Consumers of non-commercial,

scavenged fuel, usually firewood, animal dung
and crop residues, gradually begin to consume

kerosene, coal and other forms of commercial

energy. As industrialization takes off, farm

workers leave the land for the cities. In 1955, all

the power on Taiwanese farms was provided by
humans or animals; by 1975 over half was

mechanical, and the use of oil-based fertilizers

was common.

Supposing that demand does follow these

scenarios, the energy used by each inhabitant in

developing countries will still be well below levels

in the rich world today. In the WEC's high-

growth analysis, the consumption of a typical

Chinese over the next quarter-century grows by
85 percent; and of an Indian, who starts off even

poorer, by 145 percent. Both would then be

using less than a fifth of the energy consumed by

the average American today.

If anything, the scenarios look too cautious, not

too bold. The WEC supposes that governments

will be able to live up to their environmental

rhetoric. It thus based Its scenarios on the

premise that the amount of energy used to gener

ate a given level of income, known as energy in

tensity, will fall faster over the next 25 years than

it has ever done before.

Nobody doubts that renewable energy sources

will one day take over from fossil fuels. But their

prospects over the coming 20 years are mixed.

A host of technologies are nearing commercializa

tion. Wind energy and biomass, which comes

from energy-rich crops such as eucalyptus, are

commercially viable in some places. But al

though the use of these sources of renewable

energy will probably grow fast, it will be from a

pitifully small base. It will take decades before

energy utilities have installed much capacity to

handle such new technologies, and highly

praised renewables have a nasty habit of running

into green objections as soon as they show any

promise of becoming profitable. Wind power is

accused of being noisy and unsightly. Tidal

power requires barrages that sacrifice prized

habitats for birds. Biomass will doubtless be at

tacked for relying upon intensive farming.

The point is not that deveioping-country demand

is bound to be larger than expected, but that

most forecasters are already uncomfortably

aware of Malthus's shadow falling across their

manuscripts even before they go into print. In

1987 the WEC estimated that the developing
countries would account for 26 percent of energy

investment to 2010. Now it expects them to

make well over half such investment by 2020.

What will be the size of the estimate that it makes

in 2000?

The demand is there. The main constraints may
be that developing economies cannot get hold of
enough capital to build the infrastructure needed

to supply and consume all this energy; and that

their citizens might not tolerate the pollution that

it will cause.

With oil as cheap today as at any time since the
shocks of the 1970s, it might seem strange to be

worrying about its price once again. The past
decade has shown that oil is far more plentiful

than pessimists such as the Club of Rome
believed. OPEC has, it seems, learned that ex
pensive oil stimulates conservation, alternatives
and non-OPEC supplies. The vast reserves of

the former Soviet Union are more accessible to
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the oil companies now than they everwere under
communism. It is easy to see why many today
feel so confident about the supply and price of

oil.

They are in for a nasty surprise. Their confidence
rests upon an omission, a dose of over-optimism

and a misconception, any of which could be

cruelly exposed. The omission is that oil output

depends not only on reserves, but also on

capacity. Even OPEC's goodwill cannot make

up for the industry's inadequate capital invest

ment. The over-optimism is that oil from the

former Soviet Union might soon flow copiously
through pipelines that have yet to be built under

contracts that have still to be signed. And the

misconception is that the Arab-Israeli accord and

the defeat of Saddam Hussein mean lasting
peace in the Middle East.

But about one thing, there should be no doubt.

Although the fear of running out of oil will affect

prices from the day that discoveries fail to

replenish production, this will not happen for

many years. The WEC estimates that there are

1 .5 trillion barrels in the Earth's crust, enough to

last 60 years at today's rate of consumption.

There is a further 170
years'

supply of expensive
"unconventional"

oil, including heavy crudes,

bitumen and oil-bearing shales. Reserves are not

the worry. What matters is what they cost to

develop.

TheWorld Petroleum Congress said in 1991 that

investment needed to be 50 percent higher in

real terms in the 1990s than it had been in the

1980s. And that did not allow for demands im

posed on the industry since then, including new

environmental regulations, oil-company privatiza

tions, and power projects in developing
countries.

Only a little new oil will come from outside OPEC,

with gains from such countries as Mexico and

Colombia offsetting a decline in America and the

North Sea. The rest will have to come from the

former Soviet Union and the Middle East.

Nobody doubts that the former Soviet Union has

a lot of oil. The problem is getting it out. In Rus

sia there is legal and political chaos that makes

even hardened oil companies think twice about

investing the sums needed to turn around the in

dustry.

As for Central Asia, the prospects will be clouded

even if political stability is achieved. Whichever

way they turn, engineers seeking to build

pipelines face an impasse. To the west lie Azer

baijan, Armenia, Georgia and the Kurds. Turn

south, and there are Iran, Afghanistan and Pakis

tan. To the north, there are Russia's unruly fringe

and Russia itself, determined to hold sway over

its neighbors and profit from their oil.

That leaves Venezuela and the Middle Eastern oil

giants-Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait and Abu

Dhabi-as the suppliers of much of the world's

growing demand. The IEA thinks that these

countries will have to boost output from

20 million b/d in 1991 to more than 45 million

b/d by 2010. The worry is not that OPEC will

once again be an effective cartel. The real fear is

that the Gulf States and Venezuela do not treat

investment in oil-production capacity as a com

mercial decision alone. In every country, oil is

produced by the state. Oil investment is paid for

by the state. And in four of these six countries,

the state is desperately short of cash.

Cash-strapped and troubled governments choos

ing between buying oil derricks and buying
popularity invariably trim the oil-investment

budget. With its finances creaking, Saudi Arabia

has postponed investment in three new fields this

year alone. In Iran, whose economy is in awful

shape, even today's OPEC quota is probably
beyond its capacity. Political instability has

repeatedly caused Venezuela to postpone a big
investment plan.

If governments invest as little in their oil industries
as they can get away with, oil markets will be

tight. Tight markets are vulnerable to even

modest political surprises. They will be even

tighter if growth in Asia, Latin America and the

OECD all coincide. The IEA scenario supposes

that the price of oil rises to $28 per barrel by 2005
(in 1993 dollars). If the price remains lower, non-
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OPEC production will suffer, demand will grow

faster and the call on the oil giants will grow.

Put another way around, the price of oil will

surely rise. The question is whether the rise will

be gentle or steep. Warnings have already been

given. The head of the World Petroleum Con

gress has written that the world should expect

"sooner or later a rise in the price of oil which

might be both abrupt and
steep."

"By the end of

this decade we are likely to see substantial price

increases, for which the consuming countries,

and notably the American people, are
unprepared."

INTERNATIONAL

DOE FOSSIL ENERGY INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAM SEEKS TO EXPORT U.S.

TECHNOLOGIES

The United States Department of Energy's (DOE)
Fossil Energy International Program is holding a

series of three
"stakeholder"

meetings in Novem

ber to seek public input to its plan for contribut

ing to the National Export Strategy. The Fossil

Energy International Program lists its mission as

encompassing the following objectives:

- Improve the U.S. economy and enhance

U.S. competitiveness and technology

advantage

- Improve the global environment

- More effectively manage U.S. energy

resources

- Increase U.S. and global energy security

by encouraging the use of U.S. tech

nologies, energy resources and services

abroad

The meetings will provide a forum for U.S. busi

ness to comment on its specific needs for DOE

assistance in conducting energy-related
business

abroad. DOE plans to use the advice in the

development of regional Implementation Plans.

They will be used to provide focus for the subse

quent activities that will enable DOE to meet its

objectives listed above.

Draft Implementation Plans are being developed

for the following seven regions:

- Africa

- Eastern Europe

- Pacific Rim

- Russia and Newly Independent States
- South Asia and Near East

- Western Europe

- Western Hemisphere

These Implementation Plans are intended to

serve as springboards for the development of a

focused approach by the Office of Fossil Energy
to support more actively the efforts of the U.S.

business community to export U.S. fossil fuels,

equipment, technology, and services.

Meetings are to be held in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl

vania; San Francisco, California; and New Or

leans, Louisiana.

ENVIRONMENT

FUEL PROCESSING METHODOLOGY

PROVIDES LONG-TERM BASIS FOR

SYNTHETIC FUELS

In a paper presented to the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers at a meeting in Denver,
Colorado in August, J. Speight gives an overview

which examines the reserves of fossil fuels, the
historical aspects of fossil fuel production, and

the environmental side effects of conversion of

the raw materials to usable fuels. Speight notes

that gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels can be ob

tained by converting a carbonaceous material to
another form. The conversion of these raw
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materials is carried out to produce synthetic fuels

to support the use of the natural fuels. Another

reason for conversion is to increase the heat con

tent of the original raw fuel by removing un

wanted constituents. Clean fuels can be

produced by several routes, many of which have
been in use for several decades. In addition, new

fuels are being produced as a means of mitigat

ing many environmental problems that occur

during fuel production.

At the time of the 1979 oil shock, oil prices were

Inflated to nearly $35 per barrel, dramatically in

creasing the value of the oil product butwithout a

corresponding immediate increase in production.

This escalation in prices created an equivalent

increase in the prices of natural gas and coal, the

production ofwhich was already rising due to the
fuel switching underway as a result of the Clean

AirAct

However, coal prices peaked in 1982 and have

been in decline since. Even though coal produc

tion continues to rise, the increased production is

being offset by declining prices and the total na

tional product is remaining substantially flat in

value.

Strategically, planners face two challenges

regarding the coal industry. The first is to ensure

that the domestic coal industry preserve its

present markets, and the second is to expand

into new markets. The second requires invest

ment into technologies such as coal drying,

beneficiation, and upgrading which increase the

value of coal and open newmarkets for it

Similarly, even though natural gas may, to all in

tents and purposes, be characterized as

methane, there are those constituents of natural

gas which present a potential for pollution and

must be removed. In sharp contrast to domestic

oil production and consumption patterns, the

United States is not a significant importer of

natural gas, and production is limited by demand

for the commodity and not by the availability of

the resource. Since 1986 gas production and

consumption have been steadily increasing.

Of the domestic three major fossil fuels, says

Speight, gas is the only one showing promise
for

a significantly increasing national product in the

years ahead. While gas has traditionally com

peted with coal for electrical utility markets, It is in

the nation's interest to have gas competing with

oil for transportation markets.

The Future

Fossil fuels are a necessary part of our modem

world, hence the need for stringent controls over

the amounts and types of emissions from the use

of fossil fuels. The necessity for the cleanup of

process gases is real. Gaseous products and

byproducts are produced in petroleum refineries,

gas-from-coal is an old technology, and gases

are produced in a variety of other industries.

These gaseous products all contain quantities of

noxious materials that are a severe detriment to

the environment. Not to admit to this would be

serious omission of fact. All fossil fuels produce

noxious products that need to be removed

before use or discharge to the atmosphere.

Fossil fuels will be the primary source of energy

for the next several decades, well into the next

century and therefore the message is clear, says

Speight: Until other energy sources supplant

coal, natural gas, and petroleum the challenge is

for the development of technological concepts

that will provide the maximum recovery of energy
from these fossil fuel resources. Thus, it is ab

solutely essential that energy from such

resources be obtained not only cheaply but also

efficiently and with minimal detriment to the en

vironment

Technologies to ameliorate the effects of fossil

fuel combustion on acid rain deposition, urban
air pollution, and global warming must be

pursued vigorously. Indeed, recognition of the

need to address these issues is the driving force
behind recent energy strategies as well as a

variety of research and development programs.

As new technology is developed, emissions may
be reduced by repowering in which aging equip-
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merit is replaced by more advanced and efficient

substitutes (such as coal gasification combined

cycle).

Thus, as the alternatives in energy vacillate from
coal to oil to gas and back again to be followed,

presumably, by the eras of nuclear fuels and

solar energy, there is an even greater need to

ensure that emissions are clean and that utility of

the fossil fuels does not overcome the need to

protect the environment.

In summary, the U.S. is rich in the fossil energy

resources that are likely to be the major source

of energy for the next 3 to 5 decades. These

resources are the source of a variety of solid, li

quid, and gaseous fuels. However, because tech

nology development requires years of activity

and sustained investment to reach commer

cialization (Figure 1), there is a need for rapid

development of innovative technologies to

enable safe use of the fossil energy resources

and, where possible, convert them to usable, en

vironmentally safe materials.

Environmental Impact

It is considered likely that most of the
environ

mental impact of fossil fuel usage (including the

hazards of coal mining, gaseous emissions, acid

precipitation) could be substantially abated. A

considerable investment in retrofitting or replac

ing existing facilities and equipment might be

needed. However, replacing coal with natural

gas, which releases less carbon dioxide per unit

of energy, is at best a short-term solution. Mini

mizing the carbon dioxide emissions from coal

and from oil would require revamping of the cur

rent fuel-burning technology. But it is possible; a

conscious goal must be to improve the efficiency

with which fossil fuels are transformed and con

sumed. This includes shifting to alternative fuels,

especially from carbon-rich to hydrogen-rich

fuels. Such fuels include the biomass fuels.

FIGURE 1

ILLUSTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY

DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

(Years versus Investment)

5 10 15

Years Since Project Inception

20

SOURCE: SPEIGHT

RESOURCE

USGS UPDATE OF WORLD OILAND GAS

FORESHADOWS END OF PETROLEUM ERA

At the 14th World Petroleum Congress held in

Stavanger, Norway last summer, a paper by
C. Masters, et al., of the United States Geological

Survey (USGS) presented that agency's latest

update on world oil and gas reserves. They said
that no change has been made in the estimate of

world Ultimate Resources of conventional crude
oil and natural gas at 2,300 billion barrels of oil

(BBO) and 12,000 trillion cubic feet (TCF) of gas.
These two values are approximately equal in

energy. Some researchers have considered that

the 12,000 TCF value most certainly is low be
cause source opportunities for gas are so much

greater than for oil including the thermal conver
sion from oil to gas. However, considering the
sensitivity of gas entrapment to sealing rocks and
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faulting, USGS could see no justification for

greatly increased values.

Unconventional resources, such as extra heavy
ofls, tar sands, gas in tight sands, and coal bed

methane were not considered in the paper, but

they must, nonetheless, be recognized as being
present in large quantities. They are, however,
expensive to recover at adequate rates of produc

tion, and sometimes expensive to alter to the

quality necessary for modem day use. USGS

says it does not know how, if, or when they will

become major components ofworld energy con

sumption but certainly their development must

be tracked carefully for signs of economic life or

political/economic preference. The two major

sources of unconventional oH, most recently,

were described by Tedeschi for the 13th World

Petroleum Congress, the one of extra heavy oil in

the Orinoco Province of Venezuela and the other

of tar sands in theWestern Canada Basin. Taken

together, these resource occurrences, in the

Western Hemisphere, are approximately equal to

the Identified Reserves of conventional crude oil

accredited to the Middle East (597 BBO, see

Table 1). Presently, unconventional resources of

natural gas are recognized primarily in the United

States but the geologic occurrence of coal bed

methane and tight gas sand reservoirs are

present throughout the world. Likewise, should

natural gas hydrates ever prove to be a commer

cial source of energy, their occurrence is

widespread and potential recoverable quantities

large.

TABLE 1

IDENTIFIED RESERVES AND ESTIMATED UNDISCOVERED RESOURCES

OF CONVENTIONAL CRUDE OIL

(In Billions of Barrels)

oy Cumulative Identified Undis

Production Production Reserves covered Oil Ultimate

1992 1/1/93 VV93 1/1/93 Resources

North America 4.1 199.0 112.0 90.3 401.4

Canada 0.5 16.0 11.2 22.1 49.3

Mexico 1.0 19.5 49.8 24.1 93.4

United States 2.6 163.5 51.1 40.6 255.2

SouthAmerica 1.7 64.2 77.6 43.7 185.5

Argentina 0.2 5.6 3.8 2.7 12.0

Bolivia 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.8

Brazl 0.2 3.4 12.8 10.2 26.4

Chle 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.8

Colombia 0.2 3.5 4.9 4.0 12.4

Ecuador 0.1 1.8 3.3 1.9 7.0

Peru 0.0 1.9 2.2 4.2 8.3

Trinidad 0.1 2.7 1.6 1.0 5.2

Venezuela 0.9 44.6 48.6 16.9 110.1

Western Europe 1.7 22.6 41.2 15.8 79.6

Italy 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.3 3.0

Netherlands 0.0 0.6 0.7 1.3

Norway 0.8 5.8 17.1 6.7 29.6
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Oil Cumulative Identified Undis

Production Production Reserves covered Oil Ultimate

1992 1/V93 1/1/93 1/1/93 Resources

United Kingdom 0.7 11.2 19.5 5.6 36.3

Other 0.1 4.4 2.8 1.5 8.6

Eastern Europe 0.1 6.3 2.0 1.6 9.9

Romania 0.0 4.8 1.2 0.7 6.8

Other 0.0 1.5 0.7 0.8 3.0

F.S.U. 3.3 119.1 125.1 100.0 344.2

Africa 2.5 56.5 76.5 37.7 170.7

Algeria 0.4 11.0 8.2 1.2 20.3

Angola 0.2 2.0 3.7 1.5 7.2

Chad 0.5 0.3 0.9

Congo 0.1 0.7 1.6 0.3 2.6

Egypt 0.3 6.0 6.0 1.5 13.5

Gabon 0.1 1.7 1.8 1.3 4.9

Libya 0.5 18.0 31.3 5.3 54.7

Nigeria 0.7 15.1 20.4 4.8 40.2

Somalia 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 2.5

Sudan 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.5 1.8

Tunisia 0.0 0.9 1.3 1.8 4.0

Other 0.1 0.9 1.6 13.7 16.3

Middle East 6.4 184.6 597.2 117.4 899.2

Bahrain 0.0 0.9 0.1 1.0

Iran 1.2 40.6 69.2 19.0 128.9

Iraq 0.2 22.1 90.8 35.0 147.8

Kuwait 0.3 24.6 85.7 2.0 112.3

Neutral Zone 0.1 4.9 13.7 2.0 20.6

Oman 0.3 3.9 7.5 1.0 12.3

Qatar 0.2 4.8 3.9 8.7

Saudi Arabia 3.0 65.6 258.6 50.0 374.2

Syria 0.2 1.8 3.9 5.7

UAE. 0.9 14.5 61.1 4.2 79.9

Other 0.1 1.0 2.7 3.7

Asia/Oceania 2.4 46.3 71.2 53.2 170.6

Afghanistan 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.5

Australia 0.2 3.7 3.1 2.1 8.9

Bangladesh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2

Brunei 0.1 2.4 1.8 0.5 4.7
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Oil Cumulative Identified Undis

Production Production Reserves covered Oil Ultimate

1992 1/1/93 1/1/93 1/1/93 Resources

China 1.1 16.9 36.6 30.5 83.9

India 0.2 3.5 6.5 1.5 11.5

Indonesia 0.5 15.5 13.1 6.1 34.8

Malaysia 0.2 2.7 7.3 3.7 13.7

Myanmar 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.9 1.6

New Zealand 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4

Pakistan 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.9

Papua 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3

Thailand 0.0 0.1 0.2 1.0 1.3

Vietnam 0.0 0.1 0.9 3.7 4.7

Antarctica 1.0

World 22.2 698.6 1,103.2 470.7 2,272.5

The numerical results of the USGS's ongoing as

sessment activities, including Cumulative Produc

tion, Identified Reserves, and Undiscovered

Resources, are listed in Table 1 for conventional

crude oil. The reserves and resources listed are

considered to be recoverable within the range of

historical prices of oil.

No new discovery areas have evolved to alter the

broad distribution ofworld oil and gas resources.

The Middle East, North America, and the former

Soviet Union still account for about 75 percent of

world petroleum resources (Figure 1). Nonethe

less, oil and gas remain sought-after com

modities everywhere, and with about one-fourth

of the assessed Ultimate Resources still undis

covered, one can anticipate continued significant

discoveries in the favorable resource areas.

Figure 2 shows the estimated crude oil discovery
rate since 1915 and annual crude oil production.

Though the graphic shows that production ex

ceeded discoveries since 1980, we cannot yet be

sure that this is so because of the potential

growth of known fields. For example, there are

925 reported discoveries since 1980 towhich no

FIGURE 1

IDENTIFIED RESERVES,

CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION AND

UNDISCOVERED RESOURCES OF

CRUDE OIL AS OF JANUARY 1993

SOURCE: MASTERS, ET AL.
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FIGURE 2

WORLD CRUDE OIL

DISCOVERY RATE AVERAGED OVER

5-YEAR PERIODS, 1915-1992

SOURCE: MASTERS, ET AL.

FIGURE 3

WORLD NATURAL GAS

DISCOVERY RATE AVERAGED OVER

5-YEAR PERIODS, 1915-1992

SOURCE: MASTERS, ET AL.

reserves of oil or gas have been credited. None

theless, the decline in discoveries since the

1955-1965 decade seems to be real and indi

cates that a declining phase of exploration suc

cess began in the late 1960s.

Natural gas, while recording a steady rise in

production, has still been able to match that rise

with discoveries (Figure 3). The most recent

sharp increase in discovery is due to discoveries

in the Barents and Kara Seas of the former Soviet

Union and in Iran. Because it is an expensive

and time-consuming process to increase natural

gas consumption and, because there are large

Undiscovered Resources, USGS anticipates that

discoveries will continue to match production in

creases into the near future.

Obviously the need for synthetic crude oil from

unconventional resources will occur long before

any need for synthetic natural gas.

10
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COMING EVENTS

DECEMBER 6, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA-Heaw Qjj: Sprinting to 2000. phone 403 266 8700

DECEMBER 7-9, ORLANDO, FLORIDA-Power-Gen Americas '94. phone 713 963 6237

DECEMBER 12-15, BALI, INDONESIA-lnternational Conference on Fluid and Thermal Energy Conversion.

fax 62 22 250 1926

1995

JANUARY 15-19, ORLANDO, FLORIDA-1 1th International Symposium on Use and Management of Coal

Combustion Byproducts, phone 703 317 2400

FEBRUARY 1 -2, HOUSTON, TEXAS-18th Annual Energy Sources Technology Conference.

phone 214 746 4901

FEBRUARY 12-17, HOUSTON, TEXAS-Sixth Unitar International Conference on Heavy Crude and Tar

Sands, phone 403 427 8382

FEBRUARY 13-16, WASHINGTON, D.C.-Energy and the Environment: Application ojGeosciences tg. Deci

sion Making, phone 303 236 5769

MARCH 13-14, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA-North American Natural Gas Conference, fax 403 289 2344

MARCH 20-23, CLEARWATER, FLORIDA-20th International Conference on Cojl Utilization and Fuel Sys

tems, phone 202 296 1 133

MARCH 26-28, DALLAS, TEXAS-37th Hydrocarbon Economics and Evaluation Symposium, fax 214 952

9435

APRIL 30-MAY 4, NORMAN, OKLAHOMA-The Third International Conference on Carbon Dioxide Utiliza

tion, phone 405 325 3696

MAY 1 4-17, BANFF, ALBERTA, CANADA-The Petroleum Society ofQ[M 4Jth Annual Technical Meeting.

phone 403 237 51 12

MAY 15-19, TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA-1nternational Unconventional Gas Symposium, fax 205 348 6614

MAY 16-18, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS-Power-Gen Europe, phone 713 963 6237

JUNE 19-21, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA-lnternational Heavy Oil Symposium

JULY 31 -AUGUST 4, ORLANDO, FLORIDA-30th Intersocietv Energy Conversion Engineering Conference
fax 509 375 3614

"~

AUGUST 22-25, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM-Greenhouse Gases: Mitigation Potions, phone 44 242 680

753

SEPTEMBER 10-15, OVIEDO, SPAIN-Eiohth International Conference onpjl Science, fax 348 529 7662
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COMING EVENTS

SEPTEMBER 11-15, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA-12th Annual Pittsburgh Coal Conference.

phone 412 624 7440

SEPTEMBER 27-29, SINGAPORE-Power-Gen Asia, phone 713 963 6237

OCTOBER 8-12, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA-lnternational Joint PowerGeneration Conference.

fax 201 882 1717

NOVEMBER 6-9, CANNES, FRANCE-International Gas Research Conference, fax 312 399 81 70

NOVEMBER 6-1 1 , CARACAS, VENEZUELA-Third International Congress pn Energy. Environment and

Technological Innovations, fax 582 693 0629

DECEMBER 5-7, ANAHEIM, CAUFORNIA-Power-Gen Americas, phone 713 963 6237
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OIL SHALE

GOVERNMENT

U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL

DEVELOPMENTWILLASSIST ESTONIA WITH

OIL SHALE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

The United States Agency for International

Development (USAID) is undertaking a project to
assist the Estonian oil shale industry in solving

some of its environmental and human health

problems.

A project identification mission to Estonia under

the Environmental Action Program (EAP) for

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) was carried

out in January 1994. The objective of the mission

was to assess the economic and environmental

feasibility of the Estonian oil shale chemical in

dustry as a demonstration EAP project. The ra

tionale is described below. The proposed project

would address a serious environmental "hot
spot"

in Northeast Estonia. The project identification

mission also was undertaken in cooperation with

an oil shale sector study, coordinated by the Nor

dic Investment Bank and the Ministry of Environ

ment of Finland, both of which are members of

the EAP Project Preparation Framework. A

report describing the mission and its results was

prepared by PRIDE (Project in Development and

the Environment).

Relationship to USAID Country Environmental

Strategy

The U.S. Government's assistance strategy for

Estonia has as one of its three principal "program
goals"

support for environmental protection.

Within that overall goal, the strategy's program

objective is to "support a sustainable transition to

a market economy through environmental policy,

institutional and investment
assistance."

Three

mechanisms or targets are utilized to achieve

that objective. The first is support for environ

mental economic policy reforms and their im

plementation. The second is strengthening

government institutions related to the environ

ment, and the third is to "promote the prevention

of industrial pollution through demonstration

investments."

The proposed project described

by PRIDE fallswithin this third target.

Relationship to the EAP

The EAP for CEE was the outcome of a high-level

meeting of ministers of environment in Lucerne,

Switzerland, in April 1993. That meeting was in

tended to follow up both on the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development

(UNCED) of 1992 and the perception that,

despite the efforts of the CEE countries, more

urgent efforts are needed to deal with the critical

environmental problems of the region.

The purpose of the EAP is to help CEE countries

focus their resources and those of donor

countries and International Financial Institutions

(IFIs) on the most critical environmental health

threats. The EAP approach is a triad of policy

reform, institutional strengthening, and invest

ments. A growing number of studies over the

last 5 years has identified a number of critical en

vironmental health threats. Also, the destruction

and degradation of natural resource systems,

loss of biodiversity, and degradation ofwetlands,

marine ecosystems, and similar habitats pose

serious economic and quality-oMife problems.

The EAP process encourages CEE countries to

develop National Environmental Action Plans

(NEAPs) to help set priorities and identify critical

economic and environmental policy reforms, in

stitutional development needs, and low-cost,
high-payoff government expenditures and invest

ments. Many of the most serious environmental
problems are a result of decades-long mal-

development: the absence of market correcting
mechanisms, the lack of public accountability,
and the absence in enterprises of internal require

ments for cost effectiveness and efficiency in the

use of natural resources. Ultimately, integration
into the wider European and world market

economies will correct many of these problems.

In the interim, however, public investment may
still be required to address problems of en

terprises that cannot be immediately closed or
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drastically restructured and to address environ

mental problems that persist even after transition

to a market economy.

The Lucerne Agreement resulted in the formation

of two interrelated entities. The first is a Task
Force"

for the EAP, made up of CEE countries,

donors, and IFIs, that is addressing the need to

develop NEAPs and to encourage CEE countries

to tackle policy reforms and institutional develop
ment The second is a "Project Preparation
Framework"

(PPF), the objective of which is to

bring donors, IFIs and CEE countries together to

identify, select, and prepare projects for IFI en

vironmental loans.

PPF

Since the start of the EAP, the PPF has been

implemented by means of a project preparation

committee of donors and IFIs, which meets twice

a year to discuss identified potential projects.

More recently, some of the bilateral donors,

notably the U.S. Government, have begun to field

EAP project identification teams, which work with

CEE counterparts to identify and select potential

projects.

According to PRIDE, one of the fundamental

problems facing the project preparation

framework is its orientation toward preparing

potential projects for IFI financing. First, the IFIs

have a high minimum threshold for individual

loan projects; eligible projects usually require at

least $5 million of financing. Many CEE govern

ments are reluctant to provide sovereign

guarantees for environmental loans, much less

ones of that size. Second, many of the sources

of the most serious pollution require major inter

nal management changes, financial restructuring,

and policy and regulatory reforms before they
can be judged viable, and provide a reliable

revenue stream for loan repayment

Whle CEE countries, donors, and IFIs have little

trouble identifying
"traditional"

environmental in

vestment projects, such as wastewater treatment

plants, the types of projects that pose the most

significant environmental health risk may require

innovative or unconventional approaches.

Demonstration projects, usually grant-funded

through bilateral donors, can be used to Identify

the most successful types of environmental im

provement project designs and approaches.

Rationale for Estonian Oil Shale Chemical

Industry Project

The PRIDE report notes that the Estonian oil

shale chemical industry, including RAS Krviter,

faces precisely the sort of structural management

and financial problems described above. In fact,

these
"non-environmental"

problems have

caused most of the plant's environmental health

threats to the region.

Northeast Estonia literally is dominated by the ex

traction, use, and disposal of oD shale and its

waste products. Most of the oil shale

(83 percent) was used to generate electricity; the

remainder (17 percent) was used in the oil shale

chemical industry. Estonia produces con

siderably more electricity than it needs. In 1990,

in fact, about 48 percent of production was ex

ported (mainly to Latvia and St. Petersburg). By
1992, however, this export market had dropped

substantially because of a big drop in electricity

demand in the countries of the region.

Estonia's pre-war economy was largely agricul

tural. Following the war, during the Soviet oc

cupation in the 1950s and 1960s, the Northeast

section of the country was industrialized and a

large number of non-ethnic Estonians (mainly
Russians) were brought in to staff the factories.

Many of these industries and the electric power

infrastructure relied on the extraction of oil shale.

Most Estonian Russians remain attached to these

industries because there is little alternative

employment for them in the country and

prospects in the former Soviet Union are far

worse. Hence, with the collapse of the Soviet

Union and Estonian independence, the position

of the mainly Russian immigrants has become a

difficult socio-political issue internally and, to

some extent, between Estonia and Russia. Thus,
for socio-political reasons, the Estonian Govern

ment is, for the medium term, committed to keep-
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ing oi shale industries going to the extent pos

sible.

PRIDE says the development of the Northeast

Estonian economy based on oil shale extraction

and use during the Soviet era was not founded
on any market or comparative advantage calcula

tion. It is doubtful whether much of the mining,

manufacturing, and powerplants dependent

upon oil shale would have been developed under

a market regime. Nevertheless, the capital invest

ment and infrastructure is in place and, for Es

tonia, oil shale products (chemicals and power)

are among its most important foreign exchange

earners. Thus, the Estonian Government

depends on the continuing operation of oH
shale-

based industries, at least in the short-to-medium

term, for economic reasons. Hence, making

these industries more efficient and profitable is a

major government priority.

OI shale extraction, use and disposal in Estonia

produces serious environmental problems in all

environmental media. Due to its relatively low ex

tracted energy value, oil shale produces enor

mous amounts of solid waste in the form of

clinker, ash, and ore residues. Water pollution

arises from the leaching of toxic agents from ex

posed oil shale waste landfills and from

byproducts of oi shale use (in both chemistry

and energy). Oil shale combustion and refining

also produce large amounts of pollutants.

The two giant Narva powerplants
("Estonia"

and

"Baltic") produce two-thirds of the SO. and dust

emissions in Estonia. 08 shale has a high sulfur

content, which fortunately is partly mitigated by a

high calcium (Ca) content that may absorb as

much as 65 to 72 percent of the S02 during com
bustion. Nevertheless, both plants annually

produce as much as 180,000 tons of S02 and

large amounts of other air pollutants such as NOx
and C02. Particulates and S02 are serious

problems mainly from the energy sector (and

these emissions, on a per-capita basis, are

greater than those for Poland and 5 times those

for Sweden). In contrast, heavymetal emissions,

by air, are also a serious problem but appear to

be mainly due to industrial sources.

A Nordic heavy metal atmospheric deposition

study carried out in 1992 found significantly

elevated levels of cadmium, chromium, iron, and

vanadium in the areas of Kohtla-Jarve and Narva,

while lead, nickel, and zinc levels were the same

for Southern Finland. The study concluded that

this deposition composition and rate were

directly related to the use of oil shale for energy

and industrial products.

In the industrial towns of Kohtla-Jarve (where

RAS Krviter is located) and Kivioli, ammonia, for

maldehyde, benzopyrene, and phenols often ex

ceeded the Soviet Maximum Permitted Con

centrations (MPC) as did 10 percent of the H2S

values.

The health effects of air pollution have been

studied by Estonian authorities. The conclusions

of those studies suggest that clear associations

exist, though are difficult to precisely quantify,

between industrial and powerplant emissions and

acute and chronic respiratory and vascular dis

eases. High associations between acute and

chronic respiratory and cardiovascular diseases

and oil shale were found in children in the region

surrounding these plants and oil shale plant

workers. Acute respiratory problem reports were

higher on days when winds were unfavorable

and in the City of Kohtla-Jarve.

Ecological effects, particularly on vegetation,

showed the worst effects in the areas around the

industrial districts. Acidification from the Narva

powerplants air emissionswas also a problem for

all of Estonia's international neighbors. The Es

tonian Government, the public, and non

governmental organizations as well as Estonia's

neighbors, regard the prevention of oil shale-

based pollution and the cleanup of existing pol

luted sites to be major priorities. Hence, atten
tion to the oil shale sector is also justified on en

vironmental grounds.

Current USAID EnvironmentalActivities in

Estonia

USAID has three environmental activities under

way in Estonia: the World Environment Center's
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(WEC) Industrial Environmental Efficiency
Program, the Harvard Institute for International

Development's Environmental Economic Policy
Program, and the United States Environmental

Protection Agency's (EPA) institutional

strengthening program. All three of these ac

tivities have had or are undertaking assistance in

addressing one or more aspects of the oil shale

problem in Estonia. The Harvard program has

looked at natural resource taxation and pricing

issues, including oil shale mining. EPA is under

taking a demonstration environmental impact as

sessment of oil shale mining and reclamation as

well as assistance in the more efficient use of oil

shale for the chemical industry.

The WEC program has a 1-year waste minimiza

tion demonstration project under way at RAS

KMter of Kohtla-Jarve, which, until late last year

was known as
"Polevkivikeemia."

The project

consists of a variety ofwaste recovery, recycling,

and reduction activities in the dephenolization

plant and at the oil shale retort plant. A series of

waste minimization activities is being developed

for the benzoic acid plant as well. WEC's ac

tivities include organization of plant-wide waste

minimization committees, intensive technical as

sistance through these bodies, training, monitor

ing of progress and selective, low-cost provision

of instrumentation, and equipment related to

waste minimization and monitoring.

Activities of Other Donors

The Finns are among the more active donors in

Northeast Estonia. They are funding a full-scale

pilot desulfurization plant for one of the Narva oil

shale powerplants and the design for a was

tewater treatment plant for the municipality of

Kohtla-Jarve. The Finns also have provided

some assistance in technology development for

the Kohtla-Jarve plant in cooperation with the Es

tonian Oil Shale Research Institute. RAS KMter

also has received some assistance from the Ger

mans, a cooperative project with Hamburg

University, in pollution prevention.

ECPHARE has two activities in the project region.

One is an investigation on the use of oil shale

minewaters for municipal and/or industrial water

supplies and the other is a demonstration,
low-

cost, oil shale mining land reclamation project.

The European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development is developing a loan project for

provision of water supplies to small municipalities

as part of the privatization ofwater and sewerage

enterprises. One of the candidate municipalities

is Kivioli, which is in Ida-Virumaa and also has a

small oil shale refinery ("PolevkMkeemiatehas

Kivioli").

Given that the Nordic countries are addressing

the problems of the Narva powerplants and, with

the European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development, municipal water supplies and was

tewater treatment, PRIDE says that an ap

propriate focus on USAID's Estonia "Hot
Spot"

project should be the oil shale chemistry plants in

Kohtla-Jarve and Kivioli. Such a focus would

also be in line with the EAP's call for more invest

ment projects addressing serious health threats

from air pollution and heavy metals.

Assessment of Economic Prospects

The study team found that RAS KMter could be

economically viable with the right resource pric

ing, management, and product marketing. If

RAS KMter is lucky it will survive the short term

(the next 5 years) because it has access to a low-

cost feedstock (oil shale at $3.50 per ton); it can

sell fuel oil and oil products atWestern European

prices, and it has no long-term debt. From a

marketing standpoint, however, the enterprise is

extremely vulnerable. The short-term prospects

for RAS KMter depend on how quickly the en

terprise can find new customers for its products

and raise the average price of finished products

above the equivalent of $60 per ton of shale oil.

There is a danger that the enterprise will be

caught between the rising cost of oil shale and
the depressed level of heavy fuel oil prices in

Western Europe. On the other hand, there is an
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opportunity to earn profits from the processing of

pyrolysis ofls obtained from Russian chemical

plants.

In the medium term (up to 10 years), RAS KMter

is less vulnerable to the loss of customers and

markets, and the risk of failure is lower. The

supply of pyrolysis oils will gradually decline as

Russian enterprises build the capacity to process

these ofls, but RAS KMter will have time to

develop the ability to manufacture products

suited to western markets (including the domes

tic Estonian market). There is a significant up

side potential, because the firm may be able to

produce a gas oil or diesel fuel. In the medium

term RAS KMter has time to adjust to a market

economy, and the absence of long-term debt will

strengthen its financial position.

In the long term, RAS KMter*s future will depend

on ofl prices and on the firm's ability to produce

gas ofl, diesel fuel, and other light products. If oil

prices are high, RAS KMter may become ex

tremely profitable. It will obtain oil shale at prices

no higher than the value of shale as a substitute

for coal in power generation. It will sell products

that compete with petroleum products. If oH

prices are low, RAS KMter will be unable to at

tract capital investment and will gradually lose oil

shale processing capacity as the oldest and least

efficient retorts are shut down. In theworst-case

scenario, however, RAS KMter is likely to ex

perience a gradual decline rather than a sudden

financial crisis.

The team recommended that USAID proceed

with an assistance program for RAS KMter, un

der the framework of the EAP, with the following
conditions: the management of the enterprise

must accept a medium-term objective of raising

the revenue from the oil shale processing com

plex to at least $120 per ton of raw shale oil.

Achieving this objective will require a strong com

mitment to marketing and to research and

development of a distillate fuel oil suitable for ex

port

****

BLM ISSUES NEW RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR OIL SHALE

REGION

In October, the U.S. Bureau of Land Manage

ment (BLM) issued a new Resource Management

Plan (RMP) for the White River Resource Area

(gray area in Figure 1)-the area that encom

passes the Piceance Creek Basin oil shale area.

The White River Resource Area encompasses

2,675,300 acres of federal, state, and private

lands. Of this acreage, BLM administers

1,820,900 acres: 1,455,900 acres of BLM land,

349,300 acres of federal mineral estate underly

ing private land, and 15,700 acres of federal

mineral estate underlying state lands. This draft

resource management plan and Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) describes and analyzes

four alternatives for managing these lands and

minerals. It proposes to incorporate decisions

made through earlier land use plans and environ

mental analysis documents, namely, the 1987

White River Resource Area Piceance Basin

Resource Management Plan and Environmental

Impact Statement, the 1987 White River

Resource Area Coal Amendment to the White

River Management Framework Plan, and the

1981 White River Resource Area Grazing
Management Environmental Impact Statement.

This RMP also proposes management to resolve

issues not addressed in earlier land use plans, for

example: (1) management of BLM lands near the

Dinosaur National Monument, (2) salinity in the

Colorado River, (3) oil and gas development

throughout the resource area, (4) the spread of

noxious and problemweeds, (5) reintroduction of
the black-footed ferret, and (6) unrestricted

motorized travel throughout the resource area. It

also addresses issues that have surfaced since

publication of earlier land use documents, such
as growing competition for habitat used by wild

horses, livestock, and big game.

AlternativesAddressed in the RMP EIS

Four alternatives are considered in the RMP and

EIS. They are: (1) Existing Management
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FIGURE 1
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(Alternative A), (2) Enhanced Use (Alternative B),

(3) Enhanced Natural Values (Alternative C), and

(4) Preferred (Alternative D). Alternative A, Exist

ing Management describes management of the

White River Resource Area as it exists today and

how it would continue to be managed if this alter

native were selected. Alternative B, Enhanced

Use, describes management of the resource area

emphasizing commodity and resource uses with

the minimum environmental and natural resource

protection required by law. Alternative C,

Enhanced Natural Values, describes manage

ment of the resource area with an emphasis on

protecting the environmental and natural

resource values while still accommodating com

patible commodity and resource uses. Alterna

tive D, Preferred, describeswhat is believed to be

the more balanced ecosystem approach to

resource management.

The RMP will provide the framework for manag

ing and allocating BLM land and resources in the

resource area over the next 15 to 20 years.

The White River Resource Area is located in

northwest Colorado (Figure 1). It is in the Craig
District and is bounded on the north and east by
the Craig District's Little Snake Resource Area,
on the south by the Grand Junction District's

Glenwood Springs and Grand Junction Resource

Areas, and on the west by the Colorado-Utah

State Line (see Figure 1).
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Parts of Rio Blanco, Garfield, and Moffat counties

and three incorporated towns-Meeker, Rangery,

and Dinosaur-liewithin the resource area bound

ary. Also included within the resource area

boundary are National Forest lands to the east,

parts of Naval Oil Shale Reserve lands

(administered by the U.S. Department of Energy)
to the southeast, and part of the National Parte

Service's Dinosaur National Monument to the

north.

The decisions arrived at in the RMP wll apply

only to those lands and minerals administered by
the BLM and to the Naval 01 Shale Reserve

lands if the U.S. Congress passes a pending bil

to transfer administration of Naval Oil Shale

Reserve 1 to BLM.

Oil ShaleManagement

01 shale leasing would be the same under all the

alternatives being considered. Decisions

developed for ol shale in the 1987 Piceance

Basin RMP regarding availability of BLM and split

estate lands would be carried forward into the

RMP. Lands found avaiable for leasing in the

Piceance Basin RMP would be subject to surface

stipulations developed for this RMP.

A total of 10,230 acres are currently under ol

shale lease. A total of 42,420 acres (the

Piceance Dome) would be unavailable for ofl

shale leasing because of conflicts with oil and

gas development and unfavorable geologic set

ting for ol shale and sodium development

A total of 223,860 acres would be avaiable for ol

shale leasing (Table 1 and Figure 2). Of this,

39,140 acres would be avaiable for open-pit

development. This land would be scheduled for

offerings based on demand and progress in

developing existing ol shale leases (Tracts C-a

and C-b) and on private ol shale projects in the

region.

Another 70,820 acres in the multimineral zone

(containing ol shale, nahcolite, and dawsonite)
would be avaiable only for murtimineral leasing.

BLM and split-estate lands within the murtimineral

leasing zone initially would be available for non

commercial murtimineral research leasing for the

purpose of developing murtimineral recovery

technology. Following development of accept

able multimineral recovery technology, non

commercial lease tracts could be redelineated

into commercial tracts and leased for multi-

mineral development

The 223,860 acres available for ol shale leasing
and the 70,820 acres avaiable for multimineral

leasing would be subject to the carrying-capacity
concept described in Figure 3.

TABLE 1

AVAILABILITY OF LANDS FOR

OIL SHALE LEASING

Avalablitv Acres

Lands Unavailable for Ol Shale Leasing

(Existing Leases and Piceance Dome) 52,650

Lands Available forOl Shale Leasing 223,860

Lands Reserved forMultimineral Leasing 70,820
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FIGURE 3

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL CARRYING CAPACITIES THRESHOLDS

TO OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT IN THE PICEANCE BASIN

Air

Quality

Socio

economic

Big Game

Water

Quality

iwnblds

Ambient

concentrations

of pollutants in

the air as

determined by
ambient

monitoring and

dispersion

modeling.

Annual growth

rate of

affected

communities.

Habitat carrying

capacity to

support

wintering mule

deer on BLM

land in the

Piceance Basin.

Discharge water

quality of

individual

projects.

Class D/category D increments

for S02 and particulates

available in Piceance Basin, and

class I/category I increments in

Flat TopsWilderness and other

designated class I/category I

areas in the region. Any level

demonstrated to have adverse

impacts on Air Quality Related

Values (AQRVs) including

visibility and acid deposition in

class I areas.

As determined through

consultationswith weal officials

of affected communities.

Guidelines to be used in making

this determination: 5-15 percent

The habitat needed to maintain

24.900mule deer (24.650

AUMs).

Stream standards as prescribed

by NPDES permitting
regulations issued by the Suite of

Colorado for specific projects.

Allowable pollutant

concentrations based on stream

ratings as classified by the State

of Colorado.

Remarks'

PSD increments are usually exceeded before adverse impacts to

AQRVs are demonstrated except for visibility. As technology

improves or if evaluationmethodologies change, production rates may
increase. Actual impactsmust be monitored and compared to predicted

rates. PSD permits effectively limit to development but not necessarily
leasing. Existing studies have estimated these limits to represent a

cumulative shale o0 production level for Piceance of 300.000 to

400.000 barrels perday. These estimates are based on projected

general regional development, specific technologies and project

production rates that are subject to change.

Economic carrying capacity is relative to local tax base, bonding
capacity, federal and state grants-in-aid. and up-front corporate

impacts. Most social science researchers place the critical rate of

annual growth beyondwhich social change is disruptive between 5 and

IS percent, depending upon attitudes and other social factors and the

adequacy of mitigation. Local officials would be consulted prior to

leasing based on social and/or economic carrying capacity.

Postponementof developmentor staggered leasing would be possible

alternatives if such overloading seemed probable.

This figure is 83 percentof actual wintering Piceance Basin herd of

30,000 on all lands, the minimum acceptable herd size agreed to the

BLM and Colorado Division ofWildlife. Actual location, size and

duration of surface disturbance affects amount of leasing allowed.

Stringent wildlife habitatmitigation may be imposed instead of

prohibition of leasing depending on actual site-specific and cumulative

adverse impacts to mule deer. Livestock grazing use would not be

reduced by the BLM as a method of mitigating the impact of energy

development to decrease livestock/wildlife forage competition or to

supplement forage available to wildlife. Mitigation necessary to avoid

development impacts from exceeding this threshold would be the

responsibility of the mineral lessee, not BLM.

Colorado Department ofHealth-Water Quality Control Commission

issues NPDES permits for projects, based on anticipated discharges.

Pollutant discharges may not exceed water quality limits established in

the Classification and Numeric Standards, Colorado River Basin.

Actual cumulative water quality impacts must be monitored to assure

analysis is sufficient to determine whether to issue permit.

Lands found available for multimineral-only and

oil shale leasing in the Piceance Basin RMP

would be subject to an extensive list of environ

mental and other surface stipulations developed

in and listed in the RMP. No surface occupancy,

timing limitations, and controlled surface use

stipulations would be incorporated in the ap
proval of a mine plan through mitigation

developed jointly between the lessee, BLM, and
the State of Colorado.
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Projected Development

Based on current and projected economics in

the world oil market plus capital cost and lead

time for projected development, BLM says it is

unlikely that shale oil from the Piceance Basin will

be commercially produced at a sustained yield

during the life of this RMP. However, occasional

projects on both federal and private resources

may continue to test the feasibility of economic

shale ol production. Most likely, future projects

would focus on sites with existing facilities or

richer oi shale deposits such as Tracts C-a, C-b,
or the various private facilities.

Implementation

The two existing prototype leases would be

developed according to approved detailed

development plans. Additional environmental

analysis would be required prior to offering new

ol shale leases. Leases proposed for open-pit

mining methods would require additional plan

ning to accommodate the off-site disposal of

overburden and spent shale. Proposed leases

that would individually or collectively exceed the

carrying capacities listed in Figure 3 would not

be approved. The location and size of potential

lease tracts would be determined based on the

analysis of formal expressions of leasing interest

from industry. Additional leasing would not be

considered until the existing federal lease tracts

and private ol shale projects were dligently

being developed. All ol shale leases would be

subject to surface stipulations listed in the RMP.

Sodium Management

Sodium leasing decisions in the Piceance Basin

ResourceManagementPlan would be carried for

ward into this RMP except that the Piceance

Dome would not be avaiable for leasing, and the

multimineral zone would be reserved for multi-

mineral leasing only. These leasing decisions

would apply under all alternatives.

Surface stipulations developed for this RMP

would be applicable to all lands found avaiable

for sodium leasing.

vary by alternative.

Surface stipulations would

An estimated 220,000 acres of BLM and
split-

estate lands are underlain by sodium minerals in

the Piceance Basin. Of this, 16,620 acres are cur

rently under sodium lease. The Piceance Dome

(approximately 42,420 acres), which was shown

in the Piceance Basin RMP as avaiable for leas

ing, would not be avaiable for leasing in this

RMP. The multimineral zone (approximately
70,820 acres), shown in the Piceance Basin RMP

as avaiable for sodium leasing, would be aval-

able for multiminerai-only (oil shale, nahcolite,

and dawsonite) leasing. These changes would

bring sodium in line with decisions made for the

ol shale.

The remaining BLM and split-estate lands under

lain by sodium (93,210 acres) would be avaiable

for sodium leasing. Any lands considered for

sodium leasing would be subject to the carrying-

capacity concept as described in Figure 3.

Leasing offerings would be scheduled based on

demand and progress in developing existing

sodium leases and on proof that sodium could

be extracted without removing significant

amounts of organic matter and without causing

significant damage to the oil shale beds.

BLM and split-estate land within the multiminerai-

only leasing area would be available for non

commercial multimineral research tract leasing
for the purpose of developing multimineral

recovery technology. Following development of

acceptable multimineral recovery technology,
non-commercial lease tracts could be

redelineated into commercial tracts and leased

for multimineral development.

it is estimated, based on existing demand, that

the existing lease tracts could meet the projected

demand well beyond the life of this RMP.

The existing sodium leases would be managed

under all alternatives according to the individual

lease terms and conditions. The approved mine
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plan for the solution mining of sodium from the

Boies bed would be in accordance with the ap

proved mine plan for White River Nahcolite

Minerals, Ltd. Additional environmental analysis

would be required prior to offering new leases.

Leases that could individually or collectively

exceed carrying capacities listed in Figure 3

would not be approved. Any leases issued also

would be subject to the same surface stipulations

as for ol shale.

TECHNOLOGY

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS FROM SHALE OIL

COULD BEWORTH $1,000 PER BARREL

A paper presented by J. Bunger, et al., of

James W. Bunger and Associates (JWBA), at the

American Chemical Society symposium on Alter

native Routes for the Production of Fuels, lays

out a scheme for value-enhancement of raw

shale oil. The symposium was held in

Washington, D.C. in August.

Processing/Economic Strategy

Green River shale ol (Western U.S.) can be split

into polar compounds, principally nitrogen and

oxygen types, and non-polar compounds, prin

cipally paraffins, olefins and aromatics. The

former may be a valuable source of specialty and

fine chemicals whle the latter may be refined into

fuels and other petroleum products. To take full

advantage of the values of the polar types, effi

cient processes for extraction, conversion and

utilization of these types must be developed.

The compound types found in shale ol include

homologs, analogs and benzoiogs of pyridines,

pyrroles, phenols, amides, ketones, nitrles, car-

boxyllc acids, thiophenes and aromatic hydrocar

bons. Some of these types are of extremely high

value in their pure form. JWBA estimates that up

to 10 percent of a shale ol barrel could be trans

formed into products of value greater than

$1,000 per barrel.

Economic Strategy

Figure 1 shows an economic strategy for a
value-

enhancement venture from shale oil. A

guaranteed purchase of raw shale oil at $30 per

barrel (non-hydrotreated) is expected to be suffi

cient to attract investment in a qualified producer.

The intermediate stage of value-enhancement tar

gets both broad-range concentrates and

feedstocks for finishing by existing manufac

turers of specialty and fine chemicals. In both

cases, shale oil becomes a substitute source of

feedstock. For broad-range concentrates, shale

ol may substitute for coal tars; for specialty

chemicals, shale ol intermediates may compete

economically with synthetically produced inter

mediates.

Process Strategy

Figure 2 shows a process strategy and a pos

sible suite of products obtainable from shale ol.

Shale oil is first separated by a thermodynami-

FrGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

PROCESS STRATEGY

SHALE OIL
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cally logical sequence by molecular weight and

poiarity. The non-polar compounds are sent to a

conventional petroleum refinery for manufacture

of fuels, lube oils and waxes. Heavy ends may
be used for asphalt or asphalt blending stock.

The polar fractions may be further separated to

produce concentrates of specific types. Liquid-

liquid extraction may employ acid, base, polar or

polar-aromatics solvents. Also, liquid-solid ad

sorption may be used to isolate specific types.

For large molecules, some form of deaikyiation is

needed to reduce the molecules to their bare-

ring or mMiy-methylated form. Hydrodealkyta-

tton is one such process which has shown

promise, according to JWBA. The resulting

products are finished into concentrates of

specific types that are further processed for

production of specialty and fine chemicals.

Venture Strategy

Before unconventional feedstocks can be incor

porated into the marketplace as substitutes for

conventional feedstocks or as a source of new

products, technology must be developed to ex

ploit the potential values found in these materials.

There has been relatively little attention paid to

utilizing shale ol as a source of nitrogen and

oxygen-based molecular types and JWBA

believes that the prospects for breakthrough dis

coveries is high.

It Is possible that unconventional resources such

as shale ol wll become the source of products

with new activities (biological, toxicoiogical, etc.)
and properties (materials, polymers, etc.).

Ultimately, an opportunity for profitable invest

ment must be developed. This involves not only

price/cost relationships, but also market trends

and acceptance of products. The main task is to

actually produce products for inspection and in

troduction to the buyer. JWBA is carrying out

research aimed at achieving these objectives.

AMOCO PATENTS OIL SHALE

BENEFICIATION PROCESS

United States Patent Number 5,192,422 issued to

B.Y.C. So and assigned to Amoco Corporation

describes an oil shale beneficiation process

using a spiral concentrator.

Compared to coal, ol shale is a very low-grade

ore, containing much less kerogen than inert

mineral matter. Therefore beneficiation to reduce

the total volume of ore that must be fed to a

retort is conceptually attractive.

Although the specific gravity difference between

pure kerogen and mineral matter can be as high

as 2.8 grams per cubic centimeter, taking ad-
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vantage of this difference by isolating pure

kerogen from mineral matter is difficult and ex

pensive because the kerogen exists in most oil

shale as discrete deposits embedded in large

amounts ofmineral matter. Therefore, as a practi

cal matter, the separation process involves

separating kerogen-rich particles from mineral-

rich particles. The density difference between

kerogen-rich particles and mineral-rich particles

is usually less than 1 gram per cubic centimeter.

Many methods of separating kerogen-rich par

ticles from mineral-rich particles require that the

ol shale be comminuted to a fine particle size in

order to achieve an effective separation. Two

examples of such methods are froth flotation and

ol agglomeration. Because of the gum-like na

ture of kerogen, comminuting kerogen-rich par

ticles to the fine particle sizes required by these

methods can be expensive.

Spiral separators or concentrators are well

known for separating carbonaceous material

from mineral matter in coal. This separation is

based primarily on the specific gravity differen

tials of the carbonaceous material and the

mineral matter. Raw coal is a physical mixture of

carbonaceous material with a specific gravity

range of 1.20 to 1.70 grams per cubic centimeter

and mineral matter with a specific gravity range

of about 5.0 grams per cubic centimeter. Unlike

ol shale which consists of discrete deposits of

kerogen surrounded by a large amount of

mineral matter, coal consists of a large amount of

carbonaceous material surrounding a relatively

small amount of mineral matter. In addition, the

grain size of the mineral matter in coal is larger

than the grain size of the kerogen in ol shale. As

a result, separating the coal into its relatively pure

carbonaceous and mineral components by com

minuting the coal, forming a coal slurry, and

separating these components from the slurry

using a spiral separator has proven to be effec

tive.

Amoco has discovered that, in spite of small dif

ferences in specific gravities between kerogen-

rich and mineral-rich oil shale particles contained

in ol shale, the use of a spiral separator to

separate these particles prior to retorting can be

cost effective. They have also discovered that

the use of a spiral separator can produce a

kerogen-rich product stream that is concentrated

enough in terms of kerogen content to send

directly to a retort, therefore the amount of

mineral-rich oil shale that requires further

beneficiation is reduced.

As shown in Figure 1, the invention is a method

of beneficiating oil shale, comprising the steps of:

comminuting ol shale in a semi-autogenous

(SAG) mill in the presence of water to form a

stream of kerogen-rich particles and mineral-rich

particles having a difference in specific gravities

of less than about 1 gram per cubic centimeter;

flowing the stream in a spiral concentrator so as

to form a larger stream comprising kerogen-rich

particles, and a smaller stream comprising

mineral-rich particles; retorting the kerogen-rich

particles; comminuting the mineral-rich particles

with a ball mil in the presence ofwater; and treat

ing this stream by froth flotation, whereby air

bubbles adhere to the kerogen-rich particles, and

recovering the kerogen-rich particles from the

froth. By combining the use of a spiral separator

with froth flotation, a significant amount of the

raw ol shale feed can be concentrated and

FIGURE 1

AMOCO OIL SHALE

BENEFICIATION PROCESS

U
v

SOURCE: AMOCO
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recovered without having to comminute all of the

raw shale to fine particle sizes. As a result, a sig

nificant cost savings can be achieved, says

Amoco.

In the first grinding step, the SAG mil reduces

the average particle size of the oil shale particle

to less than about 6 mesh. Heated water is fed

into the SAG mil inlet stream. Amoco has dis

covered that grinding oil shale in the presence of

heated water can reduce the power consumption

by 50 percent The source for the heated-water

stream is the downstream retorting process. The

preferred temperature of thewater stream can be

about
70

to 200F. Accordingly, the presence of

the downstream retorting process and its integra

tion into the spiral separator beneficiation

process through the use of the waste heat

provides a significant reduction in the overall ol

shale processing cost that would not otherwise

be available.

The kerogen-rich stream from the spiral

separator is fed into a screen separator where

particles having an average particle size of less

than about 65 mesh are separated and returned

to the mineral-rich stream prior to being fed to

the ball mil. For those kerogen-rich particles that

are larger than about 65 mesh, the concentration

of kerogen in the stream should be sufficient to

feed to an ol shale retorting process. This

stream may comprise anywhere from 20 to

80 percent of the raw ore, dependent on the feed

grade and the extent of kerogen liberation.

Several examples are presented in the patent to

determinewhether a spiral separator could effec

tively beneflciate kerogen-rich and mineral-rich

particles having similar specific gravities. A total

of 13 exampleswere run.

Table 1 (next page) summarizes the differences

between the specific gravities of the oil shale

beneficiated using spiral separators and the

spiral separator mineral reject waste stream for

each of the examples. Also included in Table 1 is

a summary of the kerogen content of the oil

shale before and after the spiral separator

beneficiation. Examples 1-6 used a Reichert
LD-

4r spiral separator having a three turn spiral unit.

Examples 7-13 used a Reichert LD-4r spiral

separator having a five turn unit.

FIRST RUNS WITH KENTORT II 0.5-TON PER

DAY PILOT PLANT DESCRIBED

The Center for Applied Energy Research (CAER)
at the University of Kentucky has been develop

ing a multiple fluidized-bed retorting process for

the last 10 years. The concept was successfully

demonstrated with a 2.3-kilogram per hour unit in

1989. A 0.5-ton per day pilot plant has been con

structed and started up. The operation of the

first few runs was described in a paper by
J. Stehn, S. Carter and A. Vego, presented at the

29th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering
Conference inMonterey, California in August.

The Kentort Process

The Kentort process was tailored specifically for

the characteristics of Eastern U.S. oil shales. The

process (see Figure 1) consists of four bubbling
atmospheric fluidized beds that represent the

four stages of the process. A fluidized bed offers

two main advantages over a fixed bed design.

Rapid removal of the product vapors in the

pyrolyzer limits the secondary reactions which

reduce oil yield. This is important in the case of

Eastern oil shales. Also, fluidized beds provide

for rapid and thorough heating of the feed par

ticles.

Shale is fed into the upper most bed, the

pyrolysis zone, where the kerogen is converted

to hydrocarbon gases and ol vapor. The bed

temperature is roughly 530C. The ol and gases

are carried out of the pyrolyzer with the fluidizing
gas. The fluidizing gas consists of steam that

also flukJizes the gasification and cooling zones.

These zones are staged in order to make solid

particle transport simpler. The mean particle

residence time in the pyrolysis zone is 3 minutes.

The shale is then transported down to the
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TABLE 1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF BENEFICIATION

Spec. Gravity Kerogen Content

Beneficiated (g/cm3) (Gal /Ton)

Example Oil Shale Mineral Feed Beneficiated

Number Product Reject Waste DjfL Oil Shale Oil Shale

1 1.77 2.16 0.39 33.23 52.84

2 1.87 2.17 0.30 33.23 50.66

3 1.82 2.29 0.47 34.97 49.23

4 1.84 2.26 0.42 33.80 47.82

5 1.84 2.19 0.35 32.67 45.76

6 1.87 2.19 0.32 30.45 45.76

7 1.84 2.29 0.45 32.10 47.82

8 1.80 2.20 0.40 33.23 50.66

9 1.82 2.23 0.41 33.23 49.23

10 1.86 2.18 0.32 32.10 46.44

11 1.82 2.18 0.36 33.23 49.23

12 1.84 2.40 0.36 32.67 44.70

13 1.84 2.43 0.59 36.16 47.82

gasification zone by way of an overflow pipe or

downcomer.

The gasification stage consists of another bub

bling fluid bed with a temperature of ap

proximately 750 to 850C. Here, most of the inor

ganic sulfur in the shale is removed when it

reacts with the steam to form hydrogen sulfide.

Approximately 15 to 20 percent of the carbon

that remains after pyrolysis reacts with the fluidiz

ing steam, producing a low- to medium-BTU,

hydrogen-rich gas. The average residence time

for the particles in the gasification stage is ap

proximately 30 minutes. The residence time can

be altered by increasing or decreasing the height

of the downcomer above the gas distributor

plate. The hot shale particles that have under

gone pyrolysis and gasification are then recircu

lated, byway of aerated J-vaives, to the combus

tor.

In the combustor, the residual carbon that has

not been removed during pyrolysis or gasifica

tion is burned. Approximately 3 percent of the

carbon is left in the shale at this point. Tempera

tures on the order of 850 to 900C are seen in

this stage. Because most of the inorganic sulfur

has been removed in the gasification stage, little

S02 is emitted during combustion. The heated

particles are then recirculated back to the gasifier

via an overflow pipe where they provide heat for
gasification. A careful balance of gasification

zone and combustion zone pressures must be

maintained to minimize mixing of gases between

the zones. Spent shale particles leave the

gasification zone by way of a standpipe and

enter the final stage of the process, the cooling
zone.

The cooling zone is another bubbling fluidized

bed that utilizes the sensible heat in the spent
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FIGURE 1

FLOW DIAGRAM OF KENTORT II PROCESS DEMONSTRATION UNIT
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shale to preheat the steam that wll be entering

the gasification zone above it The spent shale

leaves the cooling zone through an overflow pipe

in the vessel wall.

After the vapor stream leaves the pyrolyzer, it

passes through a cyclone to remove fines and

then enters a heat exchanger. The stream is

cooled to 150C and enters an Electrostatic

Precipitator (ESP). Most of the ol is recovered in

the ESP; however a substantial quantity of lighter

ols are recovered downstream in a shell and

tube condenser. Thewater is treated for disposal

or lor reuse In the steam generator. Combustion

gases leave the combustor and pass through a

cyclone where fines are removed. The gases are

then vented.

The objective of this project is to determine the

operational characteristics of the Kentort il

process at a scale that simulates an industrial

size facility. The ability to generate higher than

Fischer Assay ol yields whle providing most of

the heat for the process through the recirculation

of hot combusted char are the primary charac

teristics under investigation. The Kentort II 2.3-

klogram per hour minipiant achieved average

yields of 1 1 1 percent of FischerAssay.

Experimental

Approximately 30 tons of ol shale was removed

from Montgomery County, Kentucky to serve as
the feedstock for the shakedown and operational

runs of the demonstration unit The shale was
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from the Cleveland member of the Ohio Shale. It

had an approximate Fischer Assay of

13.5 gallons per ton.

The pyrolyzer, cooling zone, and combustor are

15.2-centimeter diameter stainless steel pipes

that are connected with flanges. The gasifier is

20.3 centimeters in diameter. The gas distributor

plates for each zone are sandwiched between

the flanges. The pyrolyzer and gasifier are

baffled in order to narrow the particle residence

time distribution. The gasifier and combustor are
"aluminized"

to protect the bare stainless steel

from high temperature corrosion and erosion.

There are heating pads wrapped around the out

side of the pyrolyzer and cooling zone vessels.

These pads are capable of temperatures in ex

cess of the design temperatures for the respec

tive beds. These are used during startup as a

means of reducing the heatup time.

The raw shale is metered into the pyrolyzer via a

screw conveyor. A 136-kilogram capacity hop
per feeds the screw conveyor and this hopper

can be refilled during operation, giving the unit a

truly continuous operational capability.

A run begins with the fluidizing gas being intro

duced to both sides of the system (the pyroiyzer-

gasifier-cooiing zone side and the combustor

side). During startup, nitrogen is used as the

fluidizing gas for the pyrolyzer side of the unit in

stead of steam. Nitrogen is used until the system

is hot enough to prevent condensation of the

steam in any part of the unit Once the proper

fluidizing velocities are achieved in the four beds,

solid recirculation is started. Also, the heat tapes

around the pyrolyzer bed and the cooling zone

bed, as well as the inlet gas superheater, are

switched on. Once the desired recirculation

rates are achieved and pressure is balanced be

tween the gasifier and combustor, a propane bur

ner in the combustor is lit. At the point when all

the equipment downstream of the pyrolyzer,

especially the ESP, are above 100C, the fluidiz

ing gas to the cooling zone/gasifier/pyrolyzer is

switched from nitrogen to steam. At this point, if

the unit is running smoothly and no mechanical

problems are evident, raw shale feed to the

pyrolyzer is started. The heat up period of the

system is defined as the time from the onset of

fluidization to the pointwhen raw shale is fed into

the pyrolyzer. Usually this period lasts ap

proximately 5 hours.

The pyrolyzer bed temperature drops rapidly in

response to the room temperature shale being in

troduced. Some of this shale passes through the

pyrolyzer and gasifier rapidly and finds its way to

the combustorwhere it begins to bum. The com

bustor temperature immediately and rapidly

begins to rise. When this is observed, the

propane flow rate to the burner is reduced. As

the combustor temperature increases, there is a

corresponding rise in the gasifier temperature. At

this point the system is considered to be opera

tional.

As of the writing of the paper, the unit had made

four fully operational runs. The last run was of

15-hour duration with at least 10 hours of con

tinuous shale feed and constant pyrolyzer tem

perature.

The combustor temperature achieved (820C)
was lower than expected. As a result of the low

combustor temperature, with the design rate of

shale being recirculated between the gasifier and

combustor, the gasifier temperature was ap

proximately 750C. These temperatures

(combustor and gasifier) are at the lower end of

the design range, butwithin operational limits.

The target temperature for the pyrolyzer has

been achieved during all runs. The heating pads
on the outside of the pyrolyzer vessel were main

tained at approximately 600C. The ratio of recir

culated solids to the pyrolyzer versus the raw

feed must be kept as low as possible because

recent and ongoing studies at the CAER, as well
as experiencewith the 2.3-kilogram per hour unit,

indicate that the introduction of spent shale

material to the pyrolysis bed causes a reduction

in product ol yields. The achieved recirculation

rates represent ratios of 3:1 to 5:1. Unfor

tunately, there was not enough data avaiable to

determine the effect of recirculation rates on the

product ol yields.
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Conclusions

At the time ofwriting their paper, the authors said

there are not enough experimental data to draw

conclusions about the oil and gas yields in the

0.5-ton per day Process Demonstration Unit. It

does appear however, that oil yields approaching
Fischer Assay have been seen during the four

runs that have been completed to date.

Although temperatures within the design range

have been achieved during operation, the com

bustor and gasifier have been operating at the

extreme lower end of this range. The low com

bustor temperature of 820C results in a low

gasifier temperature of 750C. The recycle rate

between the gasifier and pyrolyzer has not

provided the necessary heat for pyrolysis
without

providing some heat through the external heating

pads.
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PROJECTACTIVITIES

IMPERIALWILL BOOST COLD LAKE OUTPUT

TO 127,000 BARRELS PER DAY

Imperial 01 Ltd. has revived Phases 9 and 10 of

its expansion plan for ol sands production at

CokJ Lake in Alberta, Canada. Imperial now says

it will spend US$173 million in drilling
400 additional wells and increasing overall

production from its current level of around

96,000 barrels per day to about 127,000 barrels

per day.

It was less than a year ago that Imperial said the

expansion would be deferred indefinitely.

However, a decreased spread between heavy-

and light-oil prices and a rise in overall prices ap

pears to have been enough to swing the

economics.

Imperial has cut operating costs by more than

one-third since it began commercial in situ cyclic

steam stimulation recovery operations at Cold

Lake in 1986. Unit operating costs have been

reduced from over $7 per barrel in 1986 to less

than $4 per barrel in 1993.

Imperial has a phased development project at

Cold Lake. There have been several expansions

placed on hold temporarily because of un

favorable economics since the project went com

mercial in 1986.

Phases 7 to 10 of the project were originally dis

closed in 1987 with a price tag of $325 million.

Phases 7 and 8, involving 240 wells, a steam gen

eration plant and distribution system, bitumen col

lection pipeline, and a central processing facility,

were completed in 1988 but mothballed untl late

1992.

SYNCRUDE CALLED CANADIAN SUCCESS

STORY

In its Annual Report for 1993, received in

September 1994, Syncrude Canada Ltd. bills it

self as a "Canadian success
story."

In 1993,

Syncrude finished its sixteenth year as an operat

ing company with a record production of more

than 67 mllion barrels of high quality, light, sweet

synthetic crude ol. it was the company's fourth

consecutive record year (Figure 1).

According to Syncrude, one out of every 8 liters

of gasoline Canadians put in their cars is derived

from crude oil produced from Syncrude

Canada's Mildred Lake operation, near Fort

McMurray, Alberta. Yet the process of bringing
that ol to market is far more difficult than most

realize. To take a sticky clump of ol sand and

upgrade it into a high quality, light, sweet syn

thetic crude ol requires a unique synergy of in

dustries. Together, Syncrude's utilities, mining,

extraction and upgrading operations comprise

the largest synthetic fuel complex in theworld.

Syncrude Oil Benefits Refinery Productivity

Synthetic crude ol holds many advantages for

refineries over conventional crude oil. It is ex

tremely low in sulfur, possesses simlar nitrogen

levels and can be used at lower temperatures. It

also contains no residue, metals or chlorides,

and consists of less than 1 percent sediment and

water. Some refineries which blend synthetic

crude ol with conventional light, sweet crude ol

find the low sulfur levels cut down on corrosion

and its lack of residue increases the yield of

higher value products such as gasoline and

diesel fuel.

Utilities

Syncrude's Utilities department produces

enough electricity per day to power a city of
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FIGURE 1

SYNTHETIC CRUDE OIL (SCO)

SHIPPED

SOURCE: SYNCRUDE

300,000 (one Syncrude dragline alone consumes

as much power daly as a city of 20,000). In

1993, the department supplied an average of

2.8 million pounds of steam per hour and

192.7megawatts of electricity to site operations.

Emission Reduction Program

The Utilities Steam Production and Technical

teams installed a new particulate removal control

system in the electrostatic precipitators. Also,

modifications were made to the coke slo cyclone

which reduced losses of coke fines to the

electrostatic precipitators by 90 percent over the

previous year. These activities, combined with

procedural changes in coker operations, reduced

main stack particulate emissions by 15 percent

and improved Syncrude's environmental perfor

mance in this area.

Mining

The Syncrude mine is the largest ore handling
operation in the world. Covering a 35-square

kilometer area, it is comprised of four independ

ent quadrants-each with its own dragline, buck-

etwheel reclaimer, conveyor train and auxiliary

production system of shovels and trucks. During
peak production, a dragline can dig up to

150 tonnes of oil sand per minute and one con

veyor line can deliver over 6,500 tonnes of ol

sand per hour to Extraction.

To prepare a site for mining, Syncrude uses a

shovel and truck operation to remove the over

burden lying above the oil sand deposit. In 1993,

Mining's mobile equipment moved 50.1 million

bank cubic meters of overburden and reclama

tion material. This large volume was due mainly

to the acquisition of five new 240-ton heavy haul

trucks earlier in the year. These trucks supple

ment Syncrude's existing fleet of 240-ton trucks

as well as the 170-, 190- and 200-ton truck fleets

used in overburden removal and other mining

operations.

The mining operation completed its best year

ever, delivering a total of 130.6 million tonnes of

ol sand to Extraction at an average rate of

357,800 tonnes per day. A new quarterly delivery
record of 35.8 million tonnes of ol sand was also

achieved, as well as a new monthly record of

13 million tonnes.

The mine's auxiliary production system moved

over 15.8 million tonnes of oil sand, an increase

of 4 million over the previous year. This record

was achieved through the addition of the Extrac

tion Auxiliary Production System (EAPS) which

came on-line in October 1993.

A project to move two conveyor trains into the

mined-out pit neared completion in 1993. The

west intermediate conveyor was moved in-pit

and wll be followed by the relocation of the east

conveyor in 1994. By moving the two trains in-

pit, rather than extending the system with new

headstations, Syncrude wll save over $20 million

in capital expenditures and $12 million in operat

ing expenses.

HighwayMoved to Extend Life of EastMine

Phase 1 was completed of an $88 mllion project

which wll relocate 6 kilometers of Highway 63

onto a berm through Syncrude's mine. By
moving the existing highway, East Mine opera

tions will be extended for 5 years and an addi-
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tionai 80 million barrels of recoverable bitumen

wll be unearthed.

Over 42 million cubic meters of earth was re

quired to buld the berm. The highwaywill act as

a temporary dam for mature fine tails, and then

as a causeway. Scheduled for completion in

September 1994, it is the largest dam currently

under construction in theworld.

North Mine Production to Come On-Line in

1998

Planning continued throughout 1993 on prepara

tions for mining the northern portion of

Syncrude's lease after completion of the East

Mine. Based on ore haulage studies completed

in 1992, the company wll implement shovel and

truck technology in the mine instead of the

dragline/bucketwheel/conveyor combination cur

rently in operation. Switching to a shovel and

truck operation will increase oil sand handling
capacity, allow greater flexibility in mine develop
ment, decrease energy consumption, and reduce

total mining expenditures by an estimated

$500 million or $0.70 per barrel of bitumen.

Extraction

Fed with oil sand from the mining operation,

Syncrude's extraction facility recovers bitumen

from the sand through processes involving hot

water, steam and sodium hydroxide (caustic

soda). During 1993, Extraction achieved new

bitumen production records of 289,000 barrels

for 1 day, 8.1 million barrels for 1 month,

22.1 million barrels for a quarter and 79.7 million

barrels for the year.

Extraction processes 130.6 million tonnes of oil

sand over the year, with plant utilization at

83.8 percent. The Lean Froth Recycle Program

increased the bitumen content of froth to

60 percent, 5 percent higher than levels in the

1980s. In addition, the water content in the

dluted bitumen was reduced to 4 percent, from

4.2 percent in 1992, to control the amount of

chlorides in the feed to Upgrading.

In 1991, Syncrude built the Southwest Sand

Storage facility to store the sand which remains

after the bitumen is extracted from the oil sand.

After the sand is deposited, fine tails drain into a

sump and are piped to the settling basin. In the

basin, the fine tails settle out and the water is

recycled for plant processes.

New System Promises 150 Percent Return

During the summer of 1993, the Extraction and

Mining departments implemented the EAPS. The

system ran at 80 percent capacity during its first

month and is expected to register a 150 percent

return on investment, with payback by the middle

of 1994.

The $11.6 million project represents the first

large-scale commercial application of oil sand

hydrotransport technology where the extraction

process begins in the mine. First, oil sand is sup

plied by a truck and shovel operation and sized

through a double roil crusher. The oil sand is

then fed to a cyclofeeder and mixed with hot

water and caustic soda. After screening, the

slurry is simultaneously digested and transported

in a pipeline to extraction facilities, where it

bypasses the tumblers and directly enters the

froth separation vessels which release the

bitumen.

Upgrading

Upgrading is the final stage in the production of

synthetic crude oil. It is comprised of two major

areas: Primary, which breaks down bitumen into

lighter hydrocarbon components; and Secon

dary, which refines these components into syn

thetic crude oil. Syncrude's cokers, which crack

the major portion of the bitumen feed into its

lighter elements, are the largest in the world,

originally designed to process 72,900 barrels of

bitumen per day. Today, as a result of

Syncrude's continuous improvement efforts,

each one now processes more than

30,000 barrels over that original limit.

In 1993, the Upgrading department produced

67 million barrels of synthetic crude ol, meeting
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12 percent of Canada's total crude ol require

ments. Crude ol shipments were also higher

than any other year, with daly, weekly, monthly
and quarterly records of 236,900, 1.6 million,

6.6 millon, and 19.1 million barrels respectively.

Hydrogen Plant 9-2 achieved a record run length

of 1,635 days, prior to a scheduled maintenance

shutdown in the fall. Hydrogen Plant 9-1 under

went an unexpected shutdown in October when

a major incident damaged 50 percent of the

reformer furnace tubes. Although the shutdown

was unscheduled, the unit was operating at a

reduced level within 10 days.

Syncrude's LC-Finer processed 15.4 million bar

rels of bitumen and maintained liquid yields of

100.5 percent With 1993 marking its first year

without a major shutdown, the LC-Finer is now

scheduled for a record 30-month run until

April 1995.

Production Costs

Syncrude now produces a daly 200,000 barrels

of synthetic crude, representing 12 percent of

Canada's total petroleum requirements. Despite

these and other impressive records, says the

company, Syncrude's presence is still tagged

with being in some way experimental, its reputa

tion reduced in the public mind to that of a well-

meaning outfit which never stops trying to get its

research act together. In fact, it took an astonish

ing 6 decades and an investment of more than

$1 billon to discover an economical extraction

method that would separate ol from the region's

bitumen deposits. But it was done and the

process is certainly no longer experimental.

Then came the even more massive challenge of

performing that transformation at a cost competi

tive with declining crude ol prices. That too has

been accomplished, though the struggle to

reduce costs goes on unabated. By the end of

1993, extraction expenditures were down to

$15.47 per barrel (Figure 2) marginally less than

conventional ol (if discovery costs are included)
and considerably less than half Syncrude's

original cost Even now, with most of the geo-

FIGURE2

UNIT OPERATING COSTS

T7.1T ****

SOURCE: SYNCRUDE

logical and metallurgical puzzles resolved, an

annual $24 million is still spent on research.

Workforce Productivity at All-Time High

Syncrude's future success depends upon a

workforce that can learn, adapt and contribute to

continuous improvement in all aspects of the

operation. In 1993, Syncrude implemented a

number of organizational initiatives to improve

workforce productivity. One initiative gives

employees a greater stake in Syncrude's success

by aligning them with the company's key busi

ness goals.

In total, Syncrude's direct payroll workforce was

reduced by 147 in 1993-or by 542 since 1988.

Crude oil shipments have increased by
25 percent over the last 5 years despite this

decrease. For the same period, workforce

productivity has increased by 40 percent to

16,101 barrels shipped per employee. As well,

payroll costs per barrel have dropped $0.54 from

$6.41 to $5.87 in "as
spent"

dollars.

ERCB Hearings Proceed on Production Plans

Public hearings began in September 1993 on

Syncrude's 1992 application to the Alberta
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Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB)

regarding increased production plans from

63 mllion barrels of synthetic crude oil per year

to approximately 80 million barrels. The applica

tion also includes importing bitumen from other

leases and an extension of the plant permit life to

the year 2025. These plans, if approved, will add

over 600 mllion barrels of bitumen to Syncrude's

reserves.

Sulfur Block Built

Due to a depressed worldwide sulfur market,

Syncrude began to store sulfur on-site in 1993.

The company constructed an improved sulfur

blocking facility, with drainage ditches and a

neutralization basin. As well, Syncrude commis

sioned a degassing unit to minimize odorous

components in the blocked sulfur.

TailingsManagement Strategy

In September 1993, Syncrude presented exten

sive research studies to the ERCB in support of

its tailings management and reclamation

strategy. The strategy includes capping the fine

tailings with a biologically productive lake, lo

cated in the mined-out areas, that wll provide a

natural treatment of the released water, it also

entails incorporating coarse fine tailings with ma

ture fine tailings and depositing the thickened

mixture on sand and clay beaches to create

large, stable, fertle land masses. As a result, the

volume of liquid fine tailings which must be

stored wll be reduced.

CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS SELL OUTOF

BI-PROVINCIAL UPGRADER AT HUGE LOSS

Early this year the Lloydminster Bi-Provincial

Upgrader project ran into serious financial dif

ficulties as a result of the narrow spread between

Canadian prices for light oil and heavy ol. The

upgrader was said to need a spread of about

US$4.50 per barrel to break even-about $1 per

barrel more than the market spread at the time.

The project was said to be losing $2 mllion a

month.

In addition to the oil price spread problem, Lloyd

minster uses hydrogen from natural gas to break

down heavy oil into light crude. Rising North

American gas prices early in the year also made

it difficult to break even.

The 46,000 barrel per day Lloydminster upgrader

straddling the Alberta-Saskatchewan border

originally cost US$1.2 billion to buld-an overrun

of $300 mllion.

Prior to the realignment, the Canadian Govern

ment owned the largest share of Lloydminster

with 31.67 percent. Husky Oil Ltd., the operator,

had a 26.67 percent share while the Alberta

Government owned 24.17 percent and the Sas

katchewan Government owned 17.50 percent.

The federal government already bailed out Lloyd

minster once, coming up with $93 million on top
of the $300 million it originally had pledged to the

project after it ran into cost overruns.

In June, both the Canadian and Alberta Govern

ments refused to contribute additional funding.

In July, the upgrader was shut down for main

tenance and therewerewidespread expectations

in the industry that unless a deal was made

during the month, the upgrader would be moth-

balled.

In early August, Husky Oil and the governments

of Canada, Alberta and Saskatchewan an

nounced that Husky and Saskatchewan would

purchase Canada's and Alberta's equity owner

ship in the Bi-Provincial Upgrader.

The agreement-in-principle will keep the

upgrader open. HuskyOl's equity ownershipwll
rise to 50 percent. The Government of Sas

katchewan, through its Crown Investments Cor

poration, will also see its equity ownership rise to

50 percent. The cost of purchasing Canada's
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and Alberta's equity will be borne by Husky and

Saskatchewan proportionally to their increased

equity positions.

The terms of the agreement include:

- A cash payment on closing of

$41.96 mllion to the Government of

Canada for its 31.67 percent equity

ownership.

- A cash payment on closing of

$32.02 mllion to the Government of Al

berta for its 24.17 percent equity
owner-

- Provision for the governments of Canada

and Alberta to receive annual Upside In

terest payments over a 20-year period

commencing January 1995 if the price

differential between heavy oil and syn

thetic crude exceeds $6.50 per barrel.

The Upside Interest will be based on an

incremental pricing scale and a 2-year

roiling average of the differential. It will

be calculated on the basis of the

upgrader's annual sales and each

government's former equity position.

- Two-year selling price protection for

Canada and Alberta. Under this provi

sion, Canada and Alberta will receive the

benefit of any higher purchase price if

either Husky or Saskatchewan buy or

sell any equity or interest in the

upgrader.

- Maintenance of the provision that

feedstock will be sourced equally from

Alberta and Saskatchewan, subject to

availability of supply.

- Provision forCanada and Alberta to have

no ongoing liability for the operation of

the upgrader.

Canada Natural Resources Minister A. McLellan

said: "Under the terms of this agreement, the

federal government wll have no further liability

for financing the project. As well, we will receive

a portion of the profits if the operation of the

upgrader becomes profitable. This deal

demonstrates the Government of Canada's deter

mination to be fiscally responsible-we recognize

that we do not have any more money to invest in

this
project."

Alberta Energy Minister P. Black said: The

people of Alberta gave the government a strong

mandate in the provincial election last year to get

out of the business of owning businesses. We

are pleased that we have been able to reach an

agreement that keeps the plant open yet

removes any further financial risk to Alberta
taxpayers."

Saskatchewan Minister of Crown Investments

J. Penner said: "With this restructuring, CIC and

Husky have accepted the challenge of operating
the upgrader and preserving the jobs in Lloyd

minster and in the oilpatch. We believe that we

can meet this challenge and, at the same time,

protect and preserve the money that Sas

katchewan taxpayers have invested in this
project."

Husky's J. Lau stated that: "Husky has always

treated the upgrader as a long-term investment;
current losses are primarily due to the low dif

ferential between feedstock prices and product

prices. We are continuing to review the effective

ness and efficiency of the upgrader's operations,

and if the differential increases over the next few

years, we expect the upgrader to have a positive

cash
flow."

The Canadian Government had put more than

C$558 million into the upgrader. Alberta said its

losses are more than C$400 million.

In effect, the Canadian and Alberta Governments

accepted about $0.06 on the dollar to walk away
from their involvement.

Husky and the Saskatchewan Government have

assumed ownership of the upgrader even though

the government's own agency, Crown Invest

ments Corporation, concluded that the project
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would remain unprofitable for the foreseeable fu

ture.

Besides keeping 400 jobs in the province, the

government maintained that the altematfve-

mothballing the plant-would cost $73 mllion in

upfront costs and another $7.3 mllion per year

just to keep the plant in a condition to reopen if

ol prices ever rise.

NEWGRADE UPGRADER AVOIDS

BANKRUPTCYAFTER BUYOUT BY CANADA'S

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Early this year, the Newgrade heavy ol upgrader,
located at Regina, Saskatchewan, appeared to

be facing bankruptcy after the Canadian Federal

Government refused to advance a requested

US$75 mllion to keep the project going. The

50,000-barrel per day upgrader was financially

collapsing due to its heavy debt load of

US$450 mllion in combination with a low market

spread between prices for light oil and heavy ol.

Newgrade needed a spread of at least US$4 per

barrel. The project originally cost about

US$570 mllion.

In February, Newgrade's owner, Federated Co

operatives, received a cash injection of

$112 mllion from the Saskatchewan Provincial

Government but said the Canadian Government

would have to contribute another $75 mllion.

Both governments had guaranteed loans of

about $477 million for construction of the

upgrader.

However, new Natural Resources Minister

A. McLeHan objected to putting any more money

into the project

Early last summer the federal government finally
agreed to pay US$91 mllion to buy its financial

freedom from the project, just as itwas poised to

go into bankruptcy the nextweek.

Minister McLellan said the government payment

of $91 mllion releases the Canadian Government

from having to honor $200 million in loan

guarantees it would have had to pay had the

upgrader been shutdown.

The overall rescue plan involved a total cash

balout of $200 mllion, of which $91 mllion

comes from the federal government and another

$83 mllion from Federated Co-operatives. The

Saskatchewan Government is putting in

$54 mllion cash and wll assume responsibility

for future cash-flow deficiencies.

The $200 mllion cash injection should reduce the

upgrader's debt load enough for processing to

continue at the plant.

CORPORATIONS

ARCO AND PDVSA TO COOPERATE IN

DEVELOPING ORINOCO HEAVY CRUDE

In September, ARCO International Ol and Gas

Company announced it has signed a letter of in

tent with Corpoven SA, a wholly owned sub

sidiary of Petroleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA),
to negotiate a $3.5 bHion heavy ol production

and refining joint venture that would produce

200,000 barrels per day of heavy crude by 2006.

The final agreement for the project is not ex

pected to be signed until next year if the partners

decide to proceed. It then must be approved by
theVenezuelan Congress.

The heavy ol production/upgrading project in

the Hamaca area of Venezuela's Orinoco ol belt

is expected to export nearly 2 billion barrels of ol

over its 30-plus year lifetime. Plans call for export

ing 200,000 barrels per day of medium gravity,

moderate sulfur content crude to mostly U.S.

markets.
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The proposed agreement covers engineering

and other studies required to complete the final

detals of the project.

An investment of about $3.5 billion is projected

for field development, plant construction, product

transportation and shipping facilities.

The partners plan to complete engineering

studies by year-end 1995. The upgrading project

wll use Intevep's HDH hydrocracking process,

which involves low pressures and a recyclable

catalyst.

Approved earlier in the year is a $1.7 billion joint

venture between PDVSA subsidiary, Maraven,

and Conoco, that calls for production of

120,000 barrels per day of
9

API crude from the

Orinoco belt, using a delayed coking unit to

upgrade it to 102,000 barrels per day of
20

API

crude.

"Alberta contains approximately one-half the

world's bitumen, equivalent to one-third of the

Earth's recoverable reserves of conventional

crude
oil,"

said Alberta Premier R. Klein, on the

occasion of the move. "Location of the UNITAR

Centre in this province is a logical step in the con

tinuing development of this resource and in the

sharing of oil sands expertise for the benefit of

energy-deficient
countries."

Establishment of the UNITAR Centre followed the

first International Conference on the Future of

Heavy Crude and Tar Sands. Delegates to that

conference, held in Edmonton in 1979, recog

nized that world reserves of heavy crude and oil

sands-which are known to exceed several trillion

barrels-can make a significant contribution to

the energy requirements of many countries. As a

result, the Centre was established in New York

City in 1980. In November 1993, the Governing
Board decided tomove the Centre to Edmonton.

Another joint venture to produce, upgrade and

market Orinoco heavy crude involves a

$3.1 billion consortium of Maraven and Total,

Itochu, and Marubeni.

GOVERNMENT

UNITAR CENTRE FOR HEAVY CRUDE AND

TAR SANDS MOVES TO CANADA

The UNITAR Centre for Heavy Crude and Tar

Sands has moved from New York to Edmonton,

Alberta, Canada. UNITAR is the United Nations

Institute for Training and Research. Working un

der the umbrella of UNITAR, the Centre fosters

cooperative development of theworld's heavy oil

and ol sands resources through the exchange of

technical information and expertise, particularly

for the assistance of energy-deficient countries.

The Centre's major sponsors consist of Alberta,

through Alberta Oil Sands Technology and

Research Authority (AOSTRA), now part of the

Department of Energy, the United States Depart

ment of Energy, Petroleos de Venezuela, SA,

and China National Petroleum Corporation.

The Centre fosters the exchange of oil sands and

heavy oil technology by developing an interna

tional network of public information and exper

tise, organizing international conferences and

meetings, and conducting international round-

robin laboratory studies to ensure consistent stan

dards and measurements.

The Centre wll be located in offices provided by
the Alberta Department of Energy. As part of its

contribution, the Department will provide services

in-kind to the Centre, whle the other sponsors

wll provide major financial support
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ENERGY POUCYAND FORECASTS

SYNTHETIC OIL PROJECTED TO PROVIDE

18 PERCENTOF CANADIAN SUPPLY IN 2020

Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) released in

October Canada's Energy Outlook 1992-2020:

Update 1994. This study provides an update to

the long-term outlook for energy demand, supply
and related greenhouse gas emissions which

NRCan first published, under the title Canada's

EnergyOutlook (CEO).

Although not an official projection of the federal

government, the energy scenario presented in

this study reflects a synthesis of views within

NRCan.

World Crude Oil Prices

World crude ol prices, measured using the

benchmark crudeWest Texas Intermediate (WD)
at Cushing, Oklahoma in US$1993 per barrel,

are now projected to be about $2 per barrel

lower over the projection period than they were

in the CEO; but, the profile is essentially the

same. WTI is expected to remain in the

$20 range untl 1995, then rise slowly to $22

by 2005, and remain at that level thereafter.

NRCan notes that there has been a tendency

among forecasters over the last few years to

lower their long-termworld crude ol price projec

tions. This tendency appears to have been

motivated by three factors.

First there is increasing optimism on worldwide

supply potential. New or revised fiscal arrange

ments respecting petroleum exploration have

been announced by numerous countries seeking
to attract investment capital.

Second, world ol demand growth has been more

modest than expected.

Finally, it appears that OPEC has adopted a

strategy to maintain prices in the US$16 to

$22 range to protect and ultimately increase its

market share. Whle it is recognized that there is

potential for considerable volatility around the

long-term price trend, there is increasing consen

sus that a sustained price above $25 for periods

in excess of a year or two is highly unlikely.

The Canadian domestic wellhead ol price is only

slightly lower in the Update compared to the

CEO, because the impact of the lower world ol

price is largely offset by a lower Canadian ex

change rate. Thus, despite the US$2 per barrel

reduction in WTI, the Alberta wellhead price for

light ol in 2020 is only C$0.40 per barrel lower.

Consequently, refined petroleum product prices

are only marginally lower.

Oil and Gas

Given that the price projections in Canadian

terms have not changed appreciably from the

CEO and that fiscal terms are also basically the

same, ol and gas supply should be expected to

remain generally unaffected. There are, however,

a few other factors that affect the Update projec

tions that are worthwhle noting, particularly star

tup delays of frontier projects and an improved

outlook for conventional drilling activity.

The Update also reflects a revised view on con

ventional ol supply. In the past, most ol projec

tions, including those presented in the CEO,
showed an imminent decline in conventional

supply. Historically, this decline has not oc

curred. In fact, over the past 2 years, there has

been a significant increase in conventional ac

tivity and a consequent growing level of produc

tion. This increase has been driven by industry's
optimism on prices and market opportunities,

technological advances and the positive effects

of restructuring. NRCan expects this momentum

wll continue for a few years.

Total ol supply in the Update exceeds that of the

CEO by 179,000 barrels per day in 2000. By
2020, the increase is only 14,000 barrels per day.

This increase in production is entirely attributable

to conventional light- and heavy-d (Table 1). As

a result of the slightly higher supply and the sig-
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TABLE 1

CANADIAN PETROLEUM SUPPLY

(Thousands of Ban-els per Day)

1994 1995

riujtf

2000

LUUIK>

20Q5 2Q10. 2020

Domestic Crude Oil Production

Total 1,857.1 1,848.9 1.884.8 1,857.7 1,818.4 1,724.4

Conventional Old Oil 193.2 173.7 104.5 62.3 40.0 17.1

SyntheticOl 233.5 236.0 236.0 266.2 305.8 305.8

Enhanced Recovery 125.2 130.9 163.0 171.8 185.6 163.0

NewOI 1,311.5 1,314.6 1.387.6 1,370.0 1,299.5 1,257.3

Net Heavy Upgrading -6.3 -6.3 -6.3 -12.6 -12.6 -18.9

Petroleum Exports

Total 821.4 798.1 834.0 693.4 709.8 755.9

CrudeOl- Total 569.7 546.4 582.3 504.6 552.5 630.1

Light & Medium 151.0 125.9 62.9 62.9 94.4 125.9

Heavy find, diluent) 418.7 420.5 519.3 441.7 458.1 504.2

Exchanges 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Products - Total 251.7 251.7 251.7 188.8 157.3 125.9

Petroleum Imports

Total 369.5 355.0 436.7 425.1 556.2 900.8

CrudeOl 212.2 197.6 279.4 267.8 367.4 586.2

Products - Total 157.3 157.3 157.3 157.3 188.8 314.6

Net Petroleum Imports -451.9 -443.1 -397.2 -268.2 -153.6 144.9

nrflcantjy lower demand, Canada remains a net

ol exporter until 2016 (see Figure 1, next page),

compared to 2008 in the CEO.

Projections for production of synthetic oil and

raw bitumen are unchanged with output of syn

thetic ol rising to 306,000 barrels per day by
2020.

TECHNOLOGY

VAPEX PROCESS RESULTS IN UPGRADING

IN SITU SIMULTANEOUSWITH EXTRACTION

In steam processes for in situ extraction of

bitumen, the energy efficiency is poor due largely
to heat losses to the underburden and overbur

den (especially in thin reservoirs). Enormous

40
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FIGURE 1

CRUDE OIL BALANCE IN CANADA

(Millions of Barrels per Day)
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SOURCE: NRCan

amounts of effluent must be treated, a huge

source for the supply of fresh water is required,

and clay swelling due to contact with fresh water

from the condensed steam causes formation

damage. However, instead of steam, if solvent is

used to dilute bitumen some of these problems

can be eliminated. The Vapex (vapor extraction)

process was described by S. Das and R. Butler at

the American Chemical Society 208th National

Meeting held inWashington, DC. inAugust

In the Vapex process vaporized hydrocarbon sol

vents are injected in the reservoir through a

horizontal injection well. The solvent initially dis

solves in bitumen around the injection well until

diluted ol breaks through the horizontal produc

tion well placed vertically below the injection well.

Solvent vapor rises slowly to form a vapor cham

ber in the extracted sand matrix above the injec

tion well. Solvent vapor dissolves in bitumen at

the solvent bitumen interface, diffuses through

the bulk of bitumen and the diluted ol drains to

the production well by gravity. The use of

vaporized solvent produces higher driving force

in gravity drainage and also reduces the residual

amount of solvent in the extracted reservoir. The

concept of the process is shown schematically in

Figure 1. Several other configurations of injector

and producer wells are also possible.

In this process, production rate is directly related

to the amount of solvent dissolved and diffused

into bitumen. One important aspect of this

process is deasphalting that yields in situ

upgraded ol, thus reducing many downstream

problems. The extent of deasphalting also

depends on the amount of solvent The solubility

of a vaporized solvent is maximum near its dew

point pressure. Hence, say Das and Butler, the

solvent pressure should be as close as possible

to its vapor pressure at the reservoir temperature.

If the dew point pressure of the solvent is lower

than the reservoir pressure, the solvent liquefies

and fills the extracted sand matrix with liquid sol

vent. Thus, a barrel of ol is replaced by a barrel

of liquid solvent, which is not economic. Hence,

to be suitable for the process, the solvent should

have a dew-point pressure slightly higher than

the reservoir pressure so that it can be safely in

jected without liquefaction and the maximum

solubility can be achieved at the same time. This

FIGURE 1

CONCEPT OF THE VAPEX PROCESS

Propan* e
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SOURCE: DASSBULTER
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criterion combined with the usual reservoir pres

sures and the cost and availability of the solvents

limits the choice of solvent to ethane, propane

and butane. In experiments by Das and Butler it

was observed that performance of the process

with ethane is inferior to that for propane and

butane. Propane and butane yield comparable

rates. However, propane upgrades the oil by

deasphalting which is less prominent with

butane. There are many heavy oil and bitumen

reservoirs where the pressure is in the range of

propane dew-point pressure. In shallow reser

voirs butane may be suitable.

Several experiments were carried out in a Hele-

Shaw cell by Das and Butler to assess the impact

of asphaltene deposition on the performance of

the process. Using Lloydminster heavy oil and

propane, the propane pressure was varied by

approximately 10 psi by varying the temperature

of the propane supply cylinder between 19 and

22C. it was observed that at higher pressure,

close to the dew point of the solvent, asphaltenes

were deposited and at a lower pressure diluted

ol drained without asphaltene precipitation. The

production rate is enhanced when asphaltene

precipitation takes place. This is due to the

tremendous reduction of viscosity caused by
deasphalting.

The basic mechanism of the Vapex process in

volves the following steps:

- Dissolution of solvent vapor at the

solvent-bitumen interface

Viability of the Process

The calculated production rate for a pair of 1

meter long horizontal injector and producer wells

in a 5-darcy Lloydminster reservoir (10 meters

thick) is 850 barrels per day and for a Peace

River bitumen reservoir (40 meters thick) the

production rate would be 450 barrels per day

using propane as a solvent Das and Butler

believe that these production rates are economic

for field operation. For reservoirs of different

thickness and permeability, the ratewould vary in

proportion to the square root of the vertical thick

ness and permeability. Although the solvent re

quirement is 0.5 grams per gram of ol produced,

most of this is recycled back and only a tenth of

the solvent vapor is left behind to fill the reservoir.

The energy requirement for this process is only

about 3 percent of that in the steam process.

Das and Butler conclude that:

- The Vapex process can avoid many in

herent problems of thermal processes.

- Better quality oil is produced due to in

situ upgrading caused by deasphalting.

- Production rates could be economic.

INTERNATIONAL

Diffusion of the dissolved solvent into the

bulk of bitumen

Dissolved and diffused solvent dilutes

the viscous ol and reduces the viscosity

If the solvent concentration is high

enough the oil is deasphalted in situ

The diluted (and deasphalted) ol drains

to the production well by gravity

ORIMULSION CONTINUES TOWIN MARKETS

AROUND THE WORLD

The first commercial shipments of Orimulsion,
the bitumen/water emulsion fuel from the

Orinoco Tar Belt, to North America arrived early

this year. Two shipments of Orimulsion arrived at

New Brunswick Power Company's Dalhousie gen

erating station in January and in March. These

shipments were the first of many to come under

a 20-year contract between New Brunswick
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Power and Bitor America Corporation, the U.S.

subsidiary of Bitumenes Orinoco SA, which

markets Orimulsion. Each shipment wll contain

about 230,000 barrels of the fuel, which is made

of 70 percent natural bitumen and 30 percent

water, along with surfactants to maintain the

emulsion.

Early in the year, Lagoven said it planned to in

crease its production of Orimulsion, by more

than one-third in 1994, to the equivalent of

48,000 barrels per day. Lagoven is the sub

sidiary of Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) which

produces Orimulsion.

Last year, Lagoven added a 50,000-barrel per

day module to its Orimulsion production plant.

The addition uses new emulsifying technology
developed by PDVSA's research arm, Intevep,

and makes it possible to optimize the manufactur

ing process and product quality, diminishing
costs and improving the reliability of the supply.

Orimulsion received a significant marketing ad

vantage earlier this yearwhen the 135-nation Cus

toms Cooperation Council (CCC) confirmed the
classification of Orimulsion as a natural bitumen.

The confirmation came with the passing of a

June 30 deadlinewithout any CCC member lodg

ing a complaint against the classification.

Orimulsion had been classified by the European

Union (EU) as a mineral fuel. This made it sub

ject to a $15 per tonne excise duty.

Although the CCC ruling is not binding, an EU offi

cial said he expected most EU members would

comply, meaning that Orimulsion would be

moved to a lower excise tax bracket.

Orimulsion could yield Venezuela an estimated

$500 mllion per year by 2000, according to some

predictions. Venezuela, which has installed

productive capacity of about 5.2 million tons per

year, would need to increase this to 20 million

tons per year by 2000 based on current prices of

about $26 per ton.

Bitor has signed a deal with the China North In

dustries Shenzhen Corporation, Norinco, for the

marketing of Orimulsion in China.

MC Bitor Ltd. ofTokyo has signed a contract with

the Japanese utility Kansai Electric Power to

deliver 200,000 tons per year of Error's Orimul

sion fuel for use at Unit 4 of the utility's Osaka

powerplant. MC Bitor is a joint venture between

Bitor and Japan's Mitsubishi Corporation formed

to market orimulsion in Asia. It also has con

tracts to supply the fuel to two other Japanese

power facilities.

In Aprl, Bitor America announced the first U.S.

long-term contract for Orimulsion. The U.S.

buyer is Florida Power and Light Company (FPL).

FPL agreed to buy about 4 million metric tons

per year of Orimulsion for 20 years, subject to

approvals. Bitor said FPL expects to achieve sub

stantial fuel cost savings under its contract,

thought to be one of the largest U.S. utility fuel

agreements signed in recent years.

FPL plans to bum the Orimulsion at its 1,580-

megawatt Manatee powerplant in Southwest

Florida. Bitor will deliver the fuel in double-hull

vessels directly to the Manatee plant's fuel

receipt terminal, thus reducing the risk of a spill.

The contracts hinge on FPL receipt of permits to

convert the Manatee plant to Orimulsion and ap

proval by the Florida Public Service Commission

of the company's financial plan for the conver

sion. With those clearances, Orimulsion startup

would occur early in 1998.

FPL says the price of the fuel is competitive with

coal, and it is primarily that low price that con

vinced the utility to bum Orimulsion. Because

the residual fuel oil currently burned at those

units is so expensive, they are operated at only

35 percent of capacity, FPL said. Burning Orimul

sion, the two units are expected to operate at

80 percent of capacity for roughly the same

price.
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In addition to savings, the plan would result in

improved environmental performance. A portion

of the savings from burning Orimulsion would

pay the costs of converting the plant and estab

lish a reserve fund for air quality equipment

The contract specifies that Bitor wll pay for the

pollution control equipment required to meet lo

cal air quality standards, which entails removing

95 percent of the sulfur. This involves an electros

tatic precipitator and a wet limestone scrubbing

system. The equipmentwll be owned, operated,

and financed by Purair Inc., a joint venture of Air

Products and Chemicals and Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries.

In the United Kingdom, PowerGen has been burn

ing 1.3 mllion tons per year of Orimulsion under

contracts signed in 1990 and 1991 .

Biter's J. Zemeila said, in a press briefing at the

14thWorld Petroleum Congress, that Bitor is plan

ning to step up sales to Europe, naming Portugal

and Italy as possible new customers. Brazl has

also been named as a possible future market for

Orimulsion.

In November, Bitor said it wll sign a contract to

supply 100,000 tons of Orimulsion to Danish

electricity producer S.K Power for use in its

Asnaes plant in Kalundborg.

The delivery wll be used to confirm Orimuision's

suitability for the plant. Depending on the results

of the test, 1 mllion tons of Orimulsion wll be

supplied during the next year, with the option of

additional quantities for the following year.

NewOrimulsion Tanker Design

PDV Marina (another subsidiary of PDVSA) and

Bitor are studying the possibility of building spe

cial tankers for shipping Orimulsion.

The state news agency, Venpres, has reported

that the proposed special Orimulsion tankers

would cost about $40 mllion and have a capacity

of about 40,000 tons.
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PROJECTACTIVITIES

GREAT PLAINS SYNFUELS PLANT

CELEBRATES TENTH ANNIVERSARY

Some 3,000 persons attended the 10th anniver

sary celebration at the Great Plains Synfuels

Plant near Beulah, North Dakota August 27. The

event was described in the October issue of

Basin Electric Power Cooperative Report and in

the September issue of RockyMountain Pavdirt.

The gasification plant and the adjoining Antelope

Valley Station (AVS) powerplant were developed

in tandem. Discussions began in 1973 with the

concept of the powerplant and the gasification

plant being on adjacent sites, using lignite from a

common mine, the same water intake, the same

integrated lignite fuel-handling facilities, and the

use by Basin Electric's AVS of lignite fines which

the gasification plant could not use. All of these

improved the economics of the two plants and

reduced the overall environmental impacts.

Both plants began commercial production in

1984. Today AVS is one of the lowest-cost

electric generating plants in the United States;

Great Plains has exceeded expectations in

producing synthetic natural gas and other

byproducts from North Dakota lignite.

The anniversary program featured U.S. Depart

ment of Energy (DOE) Secretary H. O'Leary.

She drew applause when she gave this assess

ment of the future for the synfuels plant: "The

roller coaster ride is over, and that ought to feel
good."

Rural electric members of Basin Electric Power

Cooperative voted in 1988 to purchase the plant

by forming Dakota Gasification Company, which

bought the plant from DOE. The federal govern

ment had taken over the plant when the consor

tium of pipeline companies building the facility
abandoned it in 1985 after failing to get federal

guarantees for its operation. The companies sus

tained a loss of some $500 million.

American Natural Resources (ANR), had first con

ceived a large-scale coal gasification project in

the late 1960s. The project identified coal

gasification as a promising supplement to tradi

tional gas supplies, which were predicted to be

come more and more scarcewith the price going

higher and higher.

Eventually, Michigan-Wisconsin Pipeline Com

pany (an ANR subsidiary) began taking steps to

develop a prime site northwest of Beulah-

acquiring rights to lignite, water and the plant site

as well as doing preliminary engineering, testing

and environmental work.

Earlier, it had signed an option with North

American Coal Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio

dedicating 1.5 billion tons of North Dakota lignite

to ANR.

In 1974, Michigan-Wisconsin shipped 12,000 tons

of North Dakota lignite for testing on gasifiers in

South Africa. The test confirmed that this low-

grade coal could be processed into pipeline-

quality synthetic natural gas.

Meanwhile, Basin Electric was looking to keep up
with the high growth projected by its member

rural electric cooperatives in the surrounding

eight-state region.

Projections in the early 1970s showed the need

for an additional generating station. The

Cooperative's desire for a good site for a new

generating plant tied into the need by American

Natural Gas (ANG), also an ANR subsidiary, for a

large amount of electricity at the gasification

plant. The two organizations, in December 1974,

held a news conference to announce preliminary
plans for a joint enterprise.

That led Michigan-Wisconsin in March 1975 to file

with the then Federal PowerCommission its inten

tion to build a coal gasification plant with a

capacity of 250 million standard cubic feet of gas

per day (eventually reduced to 125 mllion cubic

feet per day). Constructionwas to begin in 1977.
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Both projects moved forward at different paces.

Groundbreaking for AVS came in July 1978. Con

struction finally began on Great Plains in 1980

but did not get into full swing until 1982.

Initially, shared facilities were to be developed by
ANG. But delays in the construction of Great

Plains caused by financing problems and litiga

tion resulted in Basin Electric taking responsibility
for building and operating the joint water,

coal-

handling, ral and transmission facilities.

One of the more interesting-and critical-parts of

the construction was the joint water intake facility
on Lake Sakakawea. A mechanical drilling mole

bored a 3,000-fooMong tunnel 180 feet below the

lake's floor, connecting the offshore water inlet

shaftwith the pumphouse shaft on shore.

At AVS, the first fire in the main boler was lit in

January 1983.

In August 1981, the federal government an

nounced a conditional loan guarantee of up to

$2.02 bfllion for Great Plains, and all-out construc

tion began.

On the financial side, however, Great Plains con

tinued to get negative news. With the high-priced

natural gas market collapsing, the company's

projections showed an operating loss of

$1.3 bllion for 10 years.

The Great Plains Gasification Associates (GPGA),

the consortium of gas companies formed to own

and operate the project, promptly filed for federal

price guarantees.

July 1984 was momentous for both plants. AVS

Unit 1 went commercial and Great Plains sent its

first pipeline-quality gas into the interstate system

that month as well.

But for the synfuels plant, the bad news was to

worsen. In July 1985, DOE rejected a package

calling for $720 mllion in price supports for the

project In August, GPGA announced it was

abandoning the project immediately and

defaulted on its federal loan.

The DOE took control of the plant, paid off the

federal loan guarantee, foreclosed on its

mortgage on the project and arranged to have

ANG operate it In February 1986, DOE an

nounced plans to sell the plant, and in

October 1987 sent out offering statements.

Eventually the bid by Basin Electric was chosen

by DOE. Ownership of the synfuels plant was

transferred in 1988 from DOE to Dakota Gasifica

tion Company (DGC), a wholly owned subsidiary
of Basin Electric.

Since the construction, both plants have per

formed well. In 1988, AVS was number one

among coal-fired plants in the country for low-

cost electrical generation, based on the annual

Utility Data Institute survey.

Great Plains set a plant record for daily gas

production of 176.6 mllion standard cubic feet in

January 1993.

COREX PROJECT PLANS MOVE TO UTAH

Under Round V of the United States Department

of Energy's (DOE) Clean Coal Technology
Program, a consortium of LTV Steel Company,
Centerior Energy Corporation and Air Products

and Chemicals Inc. had won funding to construct

a COREX plant in Cleveland, Ohio.

Also participating in the project are Deutsche

Voest-Alpine Industrieanlagenbau GmbH (DVAI),
owner of the COREX technology, and the Electric

Power Research Institute.

The project is intended to show that a new in

dustrial process using COREX technology could

use a wide range of U.S. iron ores and coals to

produce molten iron for steelmaking and to gen

erate electric power in an environmentally accept

able system. The new process is called

CPICOR-Oean Power from Integrated Coal/Ore

Reduction (COREX)-which is distinguished from
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other COREX projects by the electrical-power

generation from the off-gas.

As originally planned, LTVs Cleveland West
Works'

blast furnace would be replaced with a

COREX 3000 unit of similar capacity. The

COREX 3000 unit would have a capacity of

1.1 mllion metric tons per year (mt/yr) of hot

metal using lump ore, or 1.35 million mt/yr using

pellets. This is a considerable increase in

capacity from the only COREX plant in existence,

a 350,000-metric ton per year capacity plant

operated by Iscor Ltd. in South Africa. The LTV

plant would also be larger than the COREX 2000

unit being installed in Korea for late 1995 startup

at Pohang Iron and Steel Company.

Total cost of the project including demonstration

testing, was estimated to be $825 mllion, of

which the companies requested about

$150 mllion in DOE funding.

A COREX plant, unlike a blast furnace, can be

operated efficiently at 75 percent of capacity and

can be banked and restarted quickly. Environ

mentally, a COREX plant has several advantages

over the conventional blast furnace. First, coke

ovens are not needed, eliminating all the

problems associated with the generation of coal-

tar byproducts, such as benzene, phenol, and

amines. Second, the dust problems associated

with blast furnaces are eliminated because the

off-gas is used as fuel.

Earlier this year LTV dropped out of the project

for financial reasons. In September, Geneva

Steel said it now has tentative plans to host the

project at its steel plant near Provo, Utah.

The Geneva project, planned to startup in 1999,

wll produce 3,000 tons per day of liquid iron for

Geneva's steelmaking plant and 250 megawatts

of electricity for sale. The project partners are

negotiating to sell that power to PacifiCorp.

Under the recent agreement, Geneva wll own

and operate the COREX ironmaking plant. Air

Products and Centerior jointly wll own the com

bined cycle powerplant and an air separation unit

thatwll provide oxygen for the COREX facility.

Air Products will design and build the powerplant

and air separator.

The COREX process was discussed by
H. Heckmann and J. Flickenschld of Voest-

Alpine at the 11th Annual Pittsburgh Coal Con

ference in September.

Unlike the conventional ironmaking route via

coke oven/blast furnace, in the COREX process

coking ability is no precondition for the suitability

of coals. Thus, a wide range of coals become

accessible for ironmaking. The COREX process

is a so-called melting reduction process. This

combination of reduction of ore to sponge iron

(DRI) and of melting sponge iron to make liquid

hot metal is done in the two separate vessels of a

COREX plant; being the reduction shaft and the

melter-gasifier (see Figure 1, next page). In the

melter-gasifier the coal is first heated up, then

devolatized and converted into char and finally
gasified by oxygen. The carbon monoxide rich

gas reduces the iron ore to sponge iron in the

reduction shaft. The heat released during
gasification of char in the tuyeres area satisfies

the heat demand for all metallurgical processes

taking place in the melter-gasifier, including final

reduction and smelting of sponge iron, reduction

of certain amounts of silicon dioxide, iron car-

burization and formation of slag.

UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION

PROJECT UNDER WAY IN CHINA

China is working on a major underground coal

gasification experiment The experiments have

begun 16 years earlier than the deadline set by a
StateWhite Paper on Science and Technological

Development. The experiments are being con

ducted by the China Mining University and the

Xuzhou Mining Bureau in East China's Jiangsu

Province. Tests have been going on for more
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upgraded Powder River Basin subbituminous

coal per year.

Kennecott and its partner in the venture, Puron

Corporation of Laramie, hope that construction

could start by nextMarch.

Kennecott wants to complete the plant within

15 months of the start of construction and have it

operating by July or August of 1996. The total

number of permanent workers would be

about 100.

The plant which would be located 1 mile north of

the Cordero mine, would use a process similar to

FMC's coke processing plant in Kemmerer, but

on a much larger scale. The process would put

the coal into a briquette form and would raise the

heating value.

In September, the Wyoming Air Quality Advisory
Board voted to recommend creation of a theoreti

cal bubble over a 1 -square mle area around the

coal processing plant. By creating a special new

air quality district around the proposed plant, the

state continues to forestall the day when area

coal mines wll have to begin the rigid monitoring
of fugitive emissions as a part of the state's

prevention of significant deterioration require

ments under the Clean AirAct

than 100 days, with as much as 86,000 cubic

meter of gas being produced daly.

NEW UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION

TEST UNDER WAY IN WYOMING

FORMCOKE PROCESS PROPOSED AS BASIS

FOR $500 MILLION COAL UPGRADING

PLANT

Kennecott Energy has proposed building a

$500 mllion coal upgrading plant near Gillette,
Wyoming.

The project would be bult 16 mles south of Gl-

lette. Plans call for four separate plants, each

capable of producing about 1.5 mllion tons of

Ground was broken in mid-September for a new

Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) test west
of Rawlins in South-CentralWyoming. The test is

being carried out by Carbon County Under

ground Coal Gasification Company, a subsidiary
ofWlliams Energy Ventures and Energy Interna
tional Corporation.

The process involves at least two wells drilled

into a coal deposit Oxygen and steam are in

jected and the coal is ignited. Gas produced by
the burning coal is captured and can be used to
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produce various products. The project wll run

for up to 2 years untl the feaslMity can be deter

mined. The company hopes to have the testing
underway by December.

The project site is near the site of UCG test

fadities operated during 1977-1982 as part of

DOE-sponsored (United States Department of

Energy) research by Energy International Inc.

Carbon County UCG plans to buld a single UCG

module at the site for a cost of less than

$5 mllion. The project wll use the Controlled

Retracting Injection Point method of UCG, which

has proven to be the more successful of the two

UCG methods tested for DOE in the 1980s.

The projectwll undergo an environmental assess

ment by the Bureau of Land Management Al

though the project sits on private land, it could

expand onto adjacent public lands if the tech

nique is shown to be an economically viable

means of developing the coal seam.

LAKESIDE IGCC REPOWERING PROJECT

CANCELED DUE TO HIGH PROJECTED COST

Under the Clean Coal Technology Program, a

demonstration project was intended to repower

an existing plant faciity, the Lakeside Station in

Springfield, Illinois. A single Integrated Gasifica

tion Combined Cycle (IGCC) process train was

planned to generate a net output of

60 megawatts. The plant consists of a combined

cycle (gas turbine, heat recovery steam genera

tor, steam turbine) powertrain located in the exist

ing buldings and a coal gasification system in a

new bulding. The gasification system design in

cludes ABB Combustion Engineering's (ABB CE)

air-blown, entrained flow, two-stage gasifier, an

advanced hot gas desulfurization system by
General Electric Environmental Services, Inc. and

the necessary auxliary systems. The plant is

designed to produce a nominal 60-megawatt net

output on either natural gas or Illinois No. 5 coal.

After the completion of plant startup and commis

sioning, the project was to begin a 5-year

demonstration period to establish the operabiity

and commercial viability of this technology. The

project had completed the preliminary plant

design and cost estimate for the installation, star

tup and commissioning of this faciity. The plant

cost estimate proved greater than the project

funding due to the complexity of the existing

Lakeside Station infrastructure and the scope of

additions and changes to the original plant cost

estimate. As a result the project wll not con

tinue at this site. A retrospective view on the

project was provided by L Peletz at the Third

Annual Clean Coal Technology Conference, held

in Chicago, Illinois in September.

In the early 1970s, under joint sponsorship of the

U.S. Government and Consolidated Edison Com

pany of New York, ABB Combustion Engineering
evaluated various types of gasification schemes

for electric power generation in terms of

economic, technological and environmental con

siderations. The study recommended that a
two-

stage, entrained flow, low-BTU, slagging bottom

gasification process be developed for utility

power generation applications. The process was

developed in a Process Development Unit (PDU)
located in Windsor, Connecticut. The unit

gasified Pittsburgh seam coal at a nominal firing
rate of 120 tons per day. The gas making opera

tion at the PDU began in June 1978 and con

tinued over a period of 3 years.

ABB CE's continued development of its gasifica

tion technology led to the introduction of a pres

surized version of its two-stage gasifier. In the

early 1980s, the design for a 2-ton per day pres
surized plot plant was developed. This plot

plant was bult in 1983 and ran untl 1985. A

second 2-ton per day plot with design improve

ments was bult in 1985 and operated success

fully.

In 1990, ABB CE began participation in the coal

gasification combined cycle repowering project

that would provide a nominal 60 megawatts of

electricity to City Water, Light and Power

(CWL&P) in Springfield, Illinois.
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A layout of the gasification equipment is shown in

Figure 1.

The preliminary design and cost estimate of the

ABB CE IGCC Repowering Project has been com

pleted. According to Peletz, the preliminary

design demonstrates that the air-blown, pres

surized, entrained flow gasification process is vi

able for power generation applications.

The cost estimate had to be for an entire stand

alone plant with the added complexity of renovat

ing the existing bulding and maintaining the exist

ing coal-fired boilers on-line. The costs were

higher than originally expected but the scope of

FIGURE 1

CITY OF SPRINGFIELD

IGCC REPOWERING PROJECT

SOURCE: PELETZ

work and the complexity of construction also ex

ceeded the original expectations.

Unfortunately, CWL&P's near-term needs now

call for peaking power rather than baseload

power provided by the IGCC system. For this

reason coupled with site-related constraints and

associated cost estimates which were higher

than anticipated, the project wll not continue at

this site.

Peletz points out that the cost should not be con

strued as the final cost of an air-blown, entrained

flow coal gasification system. The reasons in

clude such factors as system capacity, site limita

tions, complexity of the preliminary design and

first of a kind systems. The capacity,

60 megawatts net, is small for a utility powerplant

and contributed to the high cost estimate.

Peletz says that commercializing this technology

wll require that a demonstration faciity be con

structed. A new site needs to be found where sig

nificant portions of the plant can be reused

without incurring expensive reconstruction and

renovation. The customer should be planning to

use the unit as a baseload unit and not as a peak

ing unit for part-time operation. The hot gas

desulfurization system and the hot particulate fil

ter system are critical to the success of this tech

nology and need to be developed independent of

this project

CORPORATIONS

GROUP FORMED TO PROMOTE USE OF

UPGRADED COAL

The Electric Power Research Institute has formed

an Upgraded Coal Interest Group (UCIG) to inves

tigate the avalablity and use of upgraded coal

for Clean Air Act compliance. Current members

include eight electric utilities, a state agency, and

the United States Department of Energy.
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The UQG is interested in opportunities for low-

cost low-sulfur fuels such as those obtained

from processing of coal cleaning plant fines or

processing coal in a manner that results in

products that qualify for the Non-conventional

Fuels Production Tax Credit (United States Inter

nal Revenue Code, Section 29). Slurry fuels

would also be considered.

UCIG members seek to participate in projects

leading to technical feasibility evaluations and

quality budget estimates which could be con

sidered by utlity managements for qualifying
faclities which would produce fuels for large-

scale utlity testing and use. Faclities producing

200,000 to 500,000 tons of coal per year are an

ticipated.

Associate UCIG membership is avaiable for coal

suppliers, processors, technology developers

and other qualified organizations.

GOVERNMENT

DOE SAYS EXPORTS OF CLEAN COAL

TECHNOLOGY COULD CREATE 70,000 JOBS

The United States Department of Energy (DOE)
issued Report No. DOE/FE-0307P, Report to the

United States Congress: Clean Coal Technology

Export Markets and Financing Mechanisms.

which provides a summary of the potential

markets in developing countries for exporting

Clean Coal Technologies (CCTs). The estimates

are 390 gigawatts for retrofit of existing faclities

and 330 gigawatts of new capacity by the

year 2010. These markets represent the potential

creating of 70,000 export-related jobs in export

ing nations.

According to the report, five regions stand out as

major foreign markets for the export of U.S.

CCTs:

- China

- The Pacific Rim (other than China)

- South Asia (primarily India)

- Transitional Economies (Central Europe

and the Newly Independent States)

- Other Markets (the Americas and

Southern Africa)

Nearly two-thirds of the expected worldwide

growth in coal utilization wll occur in China, one-

quarter in the U.S., and the remainder mostly in

developing countries, primarily those of the

Pacific Rim and South Asia. China is the world's

largest coal consumer, and forecasts are for

nearly a billon tons per year of additional coal

consumption in China between 1990 and 2010, a

virtual doubling of that country's coal consump

tion. A 30-percent increase in coal consumption

is projected in other developing countries over

that same period. This increase in coal consump

tion wll be accompanied by an increase in

demand for technologies for burning coal cost-

effectively, efficiently and cleanly.

In the Pacific Rim and South Asia, rapid

economic growth coupled with substantial in

digenous coal supplies combined to create a

large potential market for CCTs. In Central

Europe and the Newly Independent States, the

challenge wll be to correct the damage of

decades of environmental neglect without adding
to already-considerable economic disruption.

Though the situation varies, all these countries

share the basic need to use indigenous low-

quality coal cleanly and efficiently.

Financing Mechanisms for CCT Projects

The economies and power sectors of the develop
ing and transitional countries that are the primary
international market for CCTs are changing
rapidiy. Financing of international CCT projects

are particularly complex because the projects
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require large capital investments with long lead

times in high-risk countries. Two types of financ

ing include: the financing of the preliminary ac

tivities and the financing of the construction of

the project itself.

The Trade and Development Agency, Agency for

International Development, the Export-Import

Bank (EximBank) and the Overseas Private In

vestment Corporation provide funds for financing

preliminary activities. The cost of the studies is

repaid once the U.S. firm has been awarded the

project and financing is completed.

Three types of financing may be used for

powerplant projects. General credit is the most

often used and preferred method for utilities with

excellent credit histories. Official credit refers to

loans, guarantees and grants from multilateral

banks and developed country governments. This

credit is likely to remain a major source for many

developing countries. Project finance is non

recourse borrowing where the lenders are repaid

based solely on the revenues of the project.

Project finance is the preferred method for inde

pendent power development and is likely to be

the method most often used for projects involv

ing U.S. CCTs.

The DOE requested funding in the Fiscal

Year 1995 Budget to initiate showcase CCT

demonstration projects in China and Central

Europe aimed at reducing the risk of bulding
proven advanced technologies in countries with

little previous experience using the technology.

However, the request was not approved by Con

gress.

was implemented over a period of 9 years. No

further solicitations are planned. According to

the GAO, the CCT Program has shown that the

government and the private sector can work

together effectively in demonstrating new tech

nologies. The following experiences should be

particularly useful for other federal cost-shared

programs involved in technology development

and demonstration:

- When programs have multiple or compet

ing objectives, it is more difficult to

achieve any one objective.

A balance needs to be struck in allowing

private-sector project participants

enough flexibility to manage their

projects, while the federal government

provides sufficient oversight to protect its

investment and interest.

- Requirements for repayment of federal

cost-sharing funds should be structured

so as not to impede the objectives of

technology commercialization.

- Appropriate cost-sharing requirements

should be established for projects to en

sure the industry's continued commit

ment to them.

- Federal program managers should have

enough flexibility to be able to modify
program objectives and goals, if neces

sary, to meet changing needs.

GAO REVIEWS LESSONS LEARNED IN THE

CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

The United States General Accounting Office

(GAO) published a report, GAO/RCED-94-174,

which reviewed the lessons learned by the

Department of Energy (DOE) in carrying out the

Clean Coal Technology (CCT) Program, which

DOE SUMMARY OF CCT PROGRAM

HIGHLIGHTS IMPORTANCE OF BUDGET

COMMITMENTS

The United States Department of Energy (DOE)
issued Report No. DOE/FE-0315P, The, Clean
Coal Technology Program-Lessons Learned.

which analyzes some of the most important fac

tors which contributed to the success of this

program. Of particular interest are the com-
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parisons drawn between the successful Clean

Coal Technology Program (CCT) and the failed

synthetic fuels program of a decade earlier.

According to DOE, the success of the CCT

Program to date is attributable, in part, to lessons

learned from prior experiences and early involve

ment of the private sector in shaping the

program. Equally important DOE has been able

to learn from its own experiences during the

program's implementation and has been able to

make improvements. An extremely important fea

ture of the CCT Program is that it has been imple

mented in a series of procurement actions,

spread over a number of years. Allowing time

between solicitations has made it possible to

meet changing national needs, to make adjust

ments in program implementation, and to allow

time tor the private sector to develop projects. At

the end of each solicitation, Congress has been

wiling to provide flexibility, as needed, to smooth

operations. Internally, DOE has used the time

between solicitations to adjust its documentation

and procedures to better achieve program goals.

The budget and financial management activities

for the CCT Program are substantially different

from most programs managed by DOE and

reflect the unique characteristics and require

ments of the program.

The most significant difference is that the entire

$2.7 billion federal budget for the program was

appropriated by Congress in five legislative ac

tions between 1986 and 1989.

The fact that Congress appropriated the entire

government share of the program funds in ad

vance rather than on an annual basis, as is the

case for most DOE programs, eliminated the

budget and funding uncertainty for the project

participant This up-front commitment has been

extremely important in industry's response in

terms of the quantity and quality of proposals

received and the overall 66 percent cost-sharing

achieved. In the absence of such a commitment

it is doubtful that the requisite private financing
and regulatory approvals for the projects would

have been obtained.

From the DOE standpoint, the up-front commit

ment has allowed the program managers to

focus on program implementation activities

rather than devoting a significant portion of their

time to budget formulation and justification ac

tivities.

Establishing budget periods in the cooperative

agreements makes it possible to measure finan

cial performance of the project and to predict the

financial profile with much greater precision than

with most DOE programs. The overall financial

profile for the CCT Program is presented in

Figure 1.

DOE concluded that the successful implementa

tion of the CCT Program has been a direct result

of:

- The government making an up-front

financial commitment to projects.

FIGURE 1

CCT FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1993
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Using a series of solicitations over a num
ber of years.

Examining the program implementation

process and objectives between solicita

tions to meet changing national needs

and program goals.

Establishing and adhering to a set of prin
ciples to guide the program.

TECHNOLOGY

COMPCOALMAKES STABLE HIGH-BTU FUEL

FROM POWDER RIVER BASIN COAL

Western Research Institute (WRI) is developing a
process to produce a stable, dean-burning,

premium fuel from Powder River Basin (PRB)
coal and other low-rank coals. This process is

designed to overcome the problems of spon

taneous combustion, dust formation, and read-

sorption of moisture that are experienced with

PRB coal and with processed PRB coal. The

process, called COMPCOAL, was described by
N. Merriam, et al., at the

Contractors'

Review

Meeting held in Morgantown, West Virginia last

summer.

PRB coal is relatively dusty and subject to serf-

ignition compared to bituminous coals. Dried (or

processed) PRB coal is even more susceptible to

spontaneous combustion than the raw coal.

Also, PRB coal dried at low temperature typically
can readsorb about two-thirds of the moisture

removed by drying. This readsorption of mois

ture releases the heat of adsorption of the water

which is a major cause of self-heating of low-rank

coals at low temperature. PRB coal, and other

low-rank coals, tend to be highly reactive. These

reactive coals must be mixed regularly (every
week or two) when fresh to avoid spontaneous

combustion.

Early attempts at WRI to stabilize dried coal were

focused upon heating the coal to a slightly higher

temperature to reduce the tendency to readsorb

moisture. However, it is necessary to heat the

coal to about 593C to reduce the equilibrium

moisture to about 10 weight percent. The coal

tars become mobile in PRB coal at temperatures

just above 316C. Therefore, much loss of li

quids would occur if the coal is heated to 593C

in the presence of fluidizing gas.

In the COMPCOAL process, sized coal is dried to

zero moisture content and additional oxygen is

removed from the coal by partial decarboxylation

as the coal is contacted by a stream of hot fluidiz

ing gas in the dryer (Figure 1). The hot, dried

coal particles flow into the pyrolyzer where they

are contacted by a very small flow of air. The

oxygen in the air reacts with active sites on the

surface of the coal particles causing the tempera

ture of the coal to be raised to about 371C and

oxidizing the most reactive sites on the particles.

This "instant
aging"

contributes to the stability of

the productwhle only reducing the heating value

of the product by about 50 BTU per pound. Less

than 1 standard cubic foot of air per pound of

dried coal is used to avoid removing any of the

condensable liquid or vapors from the coal par

ticles. The pyroiyzed coal particles are mixed

with fines from the dryer cyclone and dust filter

and the resulting mixture at about 316C is fed

into a briquette machine. Briquettes are cooled

to about 121C by contact with a mist ofwater in

a gas-tight mixing conveyor. The cooled bri

quettes are transferred to a storage bin where

they are accumulated for shipment

An important feature of the process is the

avoidance of pyrolysis in the dryer and use of the

onset of pyrolysis in the pyrolyzer to stabilize the

particles. In the dryer, where the gas flow rate is

high, the coal remains below the temperature at

which liquids and vapors are formed. In the

pyrolyzer, the temperature is raised to form li

quids in the coal particles, but the gas flow is

kept low to avoid stripping liquids out of the coal.

In this manner, a high flow rate of gas can be
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FIGURE 1

THE COMPCOAL PROCESS
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used to carry heat into the dryer and subse

quently, in the pyrolyzer, the tars in the coal may

be melted and refrozen without producing a sub

stantial loss of liquid or vapors from the coal.

The stabilized coal contains 35 to 40 weight per

cent volatiles and has heating values of 12,000 to

12,700 BTU per pound.

****

INTERNATIONAL

PUERTOLLANO IGCC PROJECT IN SPAIN TO

BE COMMISSIONED NEXTYEAR

An update on the Puertollano (Spain) Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) project was
provided in a paper by U. Sendin of Elcogas,
SA, et al., at the 13th Electric Power Research
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institute Conference on Gasification Power Plants

held in San Francisco, California in October.

The Puertollano IGCC project, which was

selected from several proposed European IGCC

projects by the European Community in

December 1991, receives funding from the Com

mission of the European Communities (CEC)
within the Thermie program. One objective of

the program is to demonstrate the technical and

economical feasiblity of an IGCC plantwhle test

ing various coals from Europe, as well as from

other parts of the world, and to demonstrate en

vironmentally safe power generation from coal.

Puertollano is a large typical European industrial

town with a population of 55,000 situated in

Central Spain about 200 kilometers south of

Madrid. Puertollano is the site of a coal mine, a

220-megawatt thermal power station and a chemi

cal complex including a refinery. With a capacity
of 335 megawatts (gross ISO) the powerplant

using integrated Prenflo coal gasification wll

retain its new-technology status for the foresee

able future, say Sendin, et al.

Bcogas, SA, was founded by six European

energy utilities from Spain, France and Portugal

in 1992 and now also includes ENEL from Italy,

National Power from the United Kingdom, Bab

cock and Wlcox Espanoia from Spain as well as

Krupp-Koppers and Siemens from Germany.

The name Bcogas expresses the assignment

given to the company to buld and operate a

demonstration plant to generate electricity

through coal gasification by a consortium of

European utilities.

A consortium consisting of Krupp-Koppers and

Babcock and Wlcox Espanoia is responsible for

the clean gas generation including:

- Coal preparation

Prenflo entrained flow gasification

- Desulfurization

- Claus unit for sulfur production

- Flare system

A consortium comprising Siemens AG, KWU and

Babcock and Wilcox Espanoia is responsible for

the power generation in a combined cycle

powerplant.

Air Uquide is responsible for the generation of

oxygen and nitrogen in an air separation plant.

INITEC is responsible for interfacing the major

"blocks,"

coordination of engineering work and

design of auxiliary systems.

A general schematic of the plant is shown in

Figure 1 (next page).

The cost of the Puertollano plant is expected to

be US$675 mllion.

As of late summer, detailed engineering of the

gasification plant is 75 percent complete. The

combined cycle plant and the air separation plant

are further along.

Combined cycle commissioning with natural gas

is scheduled for July 1995, and IGCC commis

sioning with coal is scheduled for June 1996.

Tests with a range of fuels wll continue untl

March 2000. After these operations, a local

coal/petroleum coke mixture will be used.

CLEAN COALAND COAL CONVERSION

ACTIVITIES SET TO INCREASE IN CHINA

A national plan for developing clean coal in China

is expected to be adopted this year, creating busi

ness opportunities for foreign companies. The

plan, to be drawn up by the State Planning Com

mission, the State Science and Technology Com
mission and the State Economic and Trade Com

mission, is a response to the outcry being raised

at home and abroad to protect the environment

China, where coal constitutes 76 percent of

energy consumption, should accelerate the
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FIGURE 1

PUERTOLLANO IGCC PROJECT SCHEMATIC
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development of clean fuels, say officials from the

Ministry of Coal Industry.

The State Council, China's cabinet, has

authorized the three commissions to formulate a

plan to speed up the development efforts. China

has developed clean coal and promoted its ap

plication for several years, but officials and ex

perts admit they face funding shortages.

The Central Coal Mining Research Institute,

which oversees 17 research institutes that

employ 80,000 scientists and technicians,

recently set up a clean-coal engineering and tech

nology center. The center, approved by the Min

istry of Coal Industry, is expected to be

developed into a national base for research and

development

All China's thermal powerplants are to stop dump
ing coal ash and cinder into rivers by the end of

1995, and ash wll begin to be reclaimed from

plants with full storage sites. China has four

powerplants that still release coal ash and cinder

directly into rivers. Ten years ago. the number

was 50. An anti-pollution campaign was waged

to coordinate the development of China's power

industry and environmental protection. Since

then, 46 powerplants have stopped dumping ash
and residue into rivers.

A paper by D. Qu, et al. of Tsinghua University
presented at the 11th Annual International Pitts

burgh Coal Conference in September says that

firing coal in small units is the main pollution

source of air for Chinese cities. Therefore,
government has made great efforts to promote
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the application of briquette coal, and to

popularize city gas and local central heating.

Coal-based gas is the main source of city gas.

Yilan City Gas Plant, which is located

256 klometers to the north-east of Harbin in

Helongjiang Province and went into operation in

July 1993, is a representative large-scale city gas

project With cheap bituminous coal from Ylan

mine which is only 3 klometers away, advanced

Lurgi gasification technology with dry ash

removal was introduced to produce city gas and

coproduce methanol. The first stage of the

project has been commissioned with a capacity
of 1 mllion cubic meters of city gas per day and
40,000 tons of methanol per year. By the end of

the second stage, five gasifiers of 4 meters in

diameter wll have been set up with a capacity of

1.6 mllion cubic meters of city gas per day and

100,000 tons of methanol per year.

In addition to Ylan, Lurgi moving-bed pressure

gasifiers have been operated in Lanzhau and

Lucheng.

Revamping Small Ammonia Plants

There are over 1,000 medium- and small-scale

ammonia plants in China. Thewater gas gasifica

tion technique using anthracite lump coal as

feedstock has been used for a long time in these

plants. Because of the backward technology and

high energy consumption, many plants are

operated unprofrtably. Some ammonia plants

use avaiable equipment to supply city gas with

produced semi-water gas mixed with ammonia

synthesis purge. But the mixture has high CO

content (>20 percent) and low caloric value

(about 2,000 kcal/cubic meter) and cannot meet

civilian city gas quality standards. A new technol

ogy of water gas partial methanation has been

developed and first applied to Shanghai Qingpu

Fertlizer Plant in 1990. Through partial methana

tion, the CO content in water gas may be

reduced from 30 to 5 percent and the caloric

value increased to 3,500 kcal/cubic meter. This

technology has been popularized in some

medium- and small-scale ammonia plants.

Application and Progress of Coal Gasification

In China

In 1990, the total amount of coal-based gas was

235.9 billion cubic meters, where industrial fuel

and syngas was 202.5 billion cubic meters, while

civilian and commercial gas mainly from coking

was 33.4 billion cubic meters. Syngas as in

dustrial feedstock is mainly used to produce

chemical products such as ammonia and

methanol etc.

Large cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Tian-

jin, use coke oven gas traditionally. Because of

the limited volume of coke oven gas, it cannot

satisfy the urgent need for city gas.

In 1992, ammonia production was 19.39 mllion

tons in China, where coal-based ammonia ac

counted for 63.09 percent of the total.

Trigeneration Project in Shanghai

Trigeneration produces city gas and chemicals

and cogenerates heat and power. At the

Trigeneration project at the Shanghai Coke Plant

there are four production lines for the first stage.

They include a U-Gas gasifier for industrial fuel

gas, and a Texaco gasifier to make syngas used

as feedstock in the Id methanol process.

Application of Synthesis Fuel toMethanol

Cars

With economic development, the increased

needs for transportation fuel cannot be satisfied

because of the shortage of petroleum resources

in China. Using coal-based synthesis gas to

make synthetic fuels is an effective way to solve

mis problem.

Coproducing methanol is the most economic

way and using methanol as a vehicle fuel has

good environmental characteristics and high oc

tane value.

Currently there are 14 methanol cars and two

methanol stations in service in Beijing. Therefore
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using coal-based synthetic fuels in methanoi-

fueled cars appears to have good prospects.

A Texaco coal slurry gasifier was commissioned

for ammonia production of 240 tons per day at

the Lunan Fertilizer Plant in Shandong Province

in 1993. At the Lunan Fertilizer Plant an expan

sion plan is being worked out for byproducing
methanol.

Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) Synthesis

Researchers from Chinese Academy of Sciences

have engaged in study on modifying F-T technol

ogy for a long time. After a pilot plant with a

capacity of 100 tons per year was completed, an

industrial test plant with 2,000 tons per year

gasoline capacitywas built in December 1993.

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle

(IGCC) for PowerGeneration

Because of its high power efficiency and excel

lent environmental characteristics, IGCC may

become the dominant power generation tech

nique in the future. The Trigeneration Project in

Shanghai is using IGCC technology, and the

Quadgeneration Project in Beijing is preparing to

do so.
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CORPORATIONS

RENTECH SIGNS DESIGN CONTRACTAND

BEGINSWORK ON PROJECT IN INDIA

Rentech, Inc., a Denver, Colorado based com

pany that has developed a proprietary technol

ogy for the conversion of gases into liquid

hydrocarbons, says it has entered into a contract

on a previously announced Memorandum of Un

derstanding for the basic design of a 350-barrel

per day plant to be located in Arunachal Pradesh

in Northwestern India. The plant will utilize

Rentech's technology to convert flared natural

gas into clean liquid hydrocarbons. The neces

sary gas has already been allocated to this

project by the Indian Ministry of Petroleum.

The proposed plant is expected to cost some

US$10 mllion. The project owners that Rentech

will be working with are Esquire Gujarat

Petrochemicals Corporation, Ltd., Donyi-Polo

Petrochemical, Ltd., the State Government of

Arunachal Pradesh and Oil India Ltd.

Rentech began work on the design contract in

August with completion scheduled before the

end of the year.

Rentech also announced that detailed design ef

forts have begun on the US$10.9 million contract

for the Henan Province Coal Gasification Project

in the Peoples Republic of China. This award

was previously announced in April. Additionally,

Memorandums of Understanding already in place

for two more projects in India are actively being
pursued.

The company's proprietary conversion process

was developed a few years ago when Rentech

worked with Public Service Company of

Colorado to convert methane gas from a landfill

to a diesel fuel. Whle that project faled due to

insufficient gas in a Pueblo, Colorado landfill, Ren

tech kept the technology, perfected it and began

marketing it overseas.

****

MITSUBISHI AND BHP LAUNCH NEW

NATURAL-GAS-TO-METHANOL PROCESS

Japan's Mitsubishi Corporation (MC) and

Australia's BHP Petroleum Pty. Ltd. (BHPP), are

investing in an innovative research and develop

ment project for methanol production. Ul

timately, technology proven through the

Methanol Research Projectwll be applied in com

mercializing smaller offshore natural gas reserves

in Asia.

In the Asia-Pacific region, large natural gas fields

suitable for LNG production are limited, and com

mercial development of new fields is increasingly
difficult. In contrast, there are an estimated

200 trillion cubic feet of smaller offshore uncom

mitted gas reserves in theAsia-Pacific region. By

developing these resources, MC expects to con

tribute to securing the energy to fuel Asia's rapid

economic growth.

MC and BHPP are now constructing a research

plant in Melbourne, Australia, which will test new

methanol production technology-directed at min

imizing plant size, increasing energy efficiency,

reducing wastewater and resisting sensitivity to

motion. The total research is aimed at eventual

shipboard operation, in the unique form of a

methanol Floating Production, Storage and Off

loading Faciity (FPSO). This vessel would be

able to access and process natural gas from off

shore fields, converting it onboard to methanol,

which would be utilized as a new energy source

for electric power generation. The two com

panies have christened the methanol fuel they in

tend to produce as
"M-Fuel,"

to distinguish it from

existing chemical-use methanol. They wll intro
duce the concept of M-Fuel to the Asian power-

generation industry this year, with high expecta

tions because methanol fuel is a clean fuel that is

easy to handle and transport.

MC and BHPP entered into a basic agreement on

the Methanol Research Project last year, estab

lishing subsidiary companies in Australia. The of
ficial signing ceremony for the unincorporated

joint venture, held in March of this year, sealed

their cooperation. Construction of the test plant
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was expected to be completed in September of

this year. After testing at the onshore plant, MC

and BHPP look to the development of a

methanol FPSO in 1999.

ECONOMICS

energy technology can compete with existing

refining. On the other hand, the crises of the

early 1970s and early 1980s provided important

lessons: emergencies come at relatively short

notice, and, because of the lead times usually in

volved in technological development in a crisis

the answers to problems always come too late.

The Process

LARGE ENVIRONMENTAL PREMIUM IS

POSSIBLE FOR FUELS FROM SHELL MDS

PROCESS

The Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis (SMDS)
process converts natural gas to high-quality
kerosene and gas oil. In today's

environmentally-driven market for transportation

fuels it appears that these products should

qualify for a market premium. The SMDS

process was reviewed by P. Tijm in papers

presented at the American Chemical Society

meeting inWashington, D.C. in August and at the

Council on Alternate Fuels Meeting in La Quinta,

California in Apr!.

The process consists of three major steps. In the

first step desurfurized natural gas is converted

into synthesis gas by partial oxidation making

use of the Shell Gasification Process (SGP). In

the second step the synthesis gas is converted

into pure, long chain paraffins (no aromatics) via

a modernized version of the classical Fischer-

Tropsch (F-T) route. The third step converts

these long chain paraffins into high-quality
kerosene gasoil and some naphtha via selective

hydrocracking.

This technology is now being applied by Shell

MDS (Malaysia) Sendirian Berhad in the first com

mercial plant (12,500 barrels per day), started up
in Bintuiu, Sarawak, Malaysia in 1993.

Tijm observes that the present scene in the field

of ol and transportation fuels and the prospects

for the near and medium term calls for a careful

and selective approach to any synfuel develop
ment. At US$14 per parrel almost no alternative

The SMDS process consists of three stages:

- Syngas manufacturing
- Heavy Paraffin Synthesis (HPS)
- Heavy Paraffin Conversion (HPC)

The overall process starts with the conversion of

natural gas into synthesis gas, for which there

are several commercial processes available. For

the production of predominantly saturated

hydrocarbons, -(Oy-, the syngas components

H2 and CO, are consumed in a molar ratio of

about 2:1, so a production in about that ratio is

desirable.

The next step of the process, the hydrocarbon

synthesis, is a version of the Fischer-Tropsch

process developed by Shell which favors the

production of long chain waxy molecules which,
as such, are unsuitable for transportation fuels.

The hydrocarbon synthesis step is therefore, fol

lowed by a combined hydro-isomerization and

hydrocracking step to produce the desired,
lighter products. By opting for the production of

waxy molecules in the F-T step, the amount of

unwanted smaller hydrocarbons or gaseous

products, produced as byproducts, is substan

tially reduced. This means that the process, con

trary to the old 1930s F-T technology, can be fuel

balanced and does not make
"gas"

out of gas.

Combined with the high selectivity toward middle

distillates in the hydrocracking step this leads to

a high overall yield of product in the desired

range.

In the final stage of the process, the products,

mainly kerosene, gasoil and some naphthas, are

separated by distillation. By judicious selection

of the severity of the hydrocracking reaction and
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the cut-points, the product slate can be biased

toward kerosene or toward gasoil.

In practice the variability shown in Table 1 has

been proven.

The Plant

Shell, together with its partners Petronas,
Sarawak State Government and Mitsubishi Cor

poration, are the shareholders in the first commer

cial SMDS plant in Bintutu, Malaysia, adjacent to

the Malaysia LNG plant. The plant converts

100 mllion cubic feet per day of natural gas from

offshore fields into approximately 500,000 tonnes

per year of hydrocarbons. The tops/naphtha

fraction is completely paraffinic and therefore

makes an ideal cracker feedstock for ethylene

manufacture. Obviously, taking into account the

paraffinic nature of the hydrocarbons, specific sol

vents can provide another market opportunity for

the SMDS products.

Furthermore the SMDS Bintulu project has taken

advantage of producing high quality waxes by

diverting part of the HPS product stream to the

Wax Production Unit. After a hydrogenation step

the C17 minus fraction is distilled off in various dis

tillation columns. Subsequently, the various wax

qualities are produced by further distillation. The

wax grades are either produced and transported

as bulk liquids or as solids, in which case

TABLE 1

SMDS PRODUCTVARIABILITY

Product

Spirt. Gas Oil Kerosene

%wt Mode Mode

Tops/Naphtha 15 25

Kerosene 25 50

GasOl 60 25

transportation wll take place in containers, in the

form of slabs or granulates.

In November 1989, the ground breaking

ceremony took place. In the second quarter of

1993 the first middle distillateswere produced.

The Product

As can be expected from a F-T process of this

type, products manufactured by the SMDS

process are completely paraffinic and free from

nitrogen and sulfur. Both the kerosene and

gasoil have excellent combustion properties, as

shown by the typical product data, given in

Table 2.

Because of these excellent properties, which are

far in excess of the minimum specifications in

terms of smoke point and cetane number, these

products make excellent blending components

for upgrading of lower-quality stock derived from

catalytic and thermal cracking operations, for ex

ample cycle ols. Alternatively the products

could enter in a marketwhere premium specifica

tions are valued to meet local requirements. One

example of this is the California diesel market,

where the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
has imposed a fuel specification with low sulfur

and aromatics.

EnvironmentalAspects

According to Tijm, the use of SMDS products as

transportation fuels has minimal impact on the

environment, based on the excellent product

properties. In some countries, notably in the

USA, legislation has been proposed, which aims

at limiting particulate and sulfur dioxide emis

sions originating from the combustion of transpor

tation fuels by restricting their aromatics and sul

fur levels. It is obvious that, because they are

free from sulfur and aromatics, SMDS kerosene

and gasol wll definitelymeet such requirements.

Extensive work in Shell Laboratories has estab

lished the effect of fuel characteristics on vehicle

exhaust emissions and thus explains how SMDS

gasol can play a role in the formulation of low
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TABLE 2

TYPICAL SMDS PRODUCT DATA

SMDS Pro-

duct Confirmr- California CEN

cial Soec. CARB Soec. Soecs

Gasoil

Cetane Number 76 40 min 49 min

Density (kg/cu.m) 780 n/s 820-860

Sulfur (ppm) zero 500 500(1996)
Aromatics (% m/m) zero 10 max. n/s

Cloud Point (Deg. C) 1 -5 n/s

CFPP (Deg. C) -2 n/s +5 to
-20*

Distillation

90% Recovery (Deg. C) 340 288-338

95% Recovery (Deg. C) 350 370 max.

"Depending on climatic band chosen

emission fuels. The key fuel properties which in

fluence exhaust emissions are:

- Sulfur content

- Cetane number

- Density

Fuel sulfur has the dominant effect on particulate

levels. The contribution of sulfur to exhaust par

ticulate and associated bound water is nearly

linear with the fuel sulfur content The conver

sion of fuel sulfur to particulate sulfur is engine

dependent but within a relatively narrow range of

1 to 2 percent Thus reduction to 0.05 percent

from earlier levels of 0.2 percent, or higher in

some countries, produces a significant emission

reduction but further reduction below

0.05 percent has only a relatively small influence.

Fuel density can in some engines also be a

dominant fuel property influencing regulated par

ticulate emissions. Lower density usually gives

lower emissions. Density influences in the

Federal Test Procedure cycle arise from effects

introduced by transient conditions, for example

air/fuel ratio excursions caused by turbocharger

lag during periods of hard acceleration.

Cetane number is the fuel property having the
greatest influence on regulated gaseous emis

sions (NOx, hydrocarbons, and CO). Cetane ad

ditionally influences the cold-start performance of
an engine (i.e., cold-start hydrocarbons and start

ing time). Higher cetane numbers give better per

formance. However, the benefit in regulated

gaseous emissions from practical increases of

about 5 numbers is small.

From the above comments it can be seen that a

gasol component with high cetane number, low

sulfur and low density wll give in comparison

with current U.S. market quality fuels:

- A substantial reduction in particulate

emissions
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Reductions in hydrocarbon, CO and N0X
emissions

- Better cold starting, leading to lower star

tup emissions

- Poorer volumetric fuel consumption and

some loss in maximum power available

at any engine speed

In the California refining and marketing situation,

producers and traders can comply with the new

motor fuel specification in four differentways:

- Produce a fuel that meets the CARB

specification.

- Obtain complying fuel from another

refinery through purchase or exchange.

- Produce a fuel which gives equivalent

exhaust emissions to the reference fuel

when tested in a standard engine.

- Produce non-complying fuel under

variances.

it is clear that the first option involves substantial

investment in process equipment to upgrade cur

rent fuel qualities, especially to reduce aromatics

levels from current levels of around 30 percent to

10 percent The third option gives some more

flexibility but to achieve the required engine ex

haust emissions requires a fuel with high cetane

number and low sulfur. Here SMDS gasol is an

ideal blending componentwhich can compete ef

fectively with conventional cetane improver addi

tives.

Outlook

Tijm points out that capital and operating costs

for synfuel complexes are highly dependent on

location and product slate produced. Shell has

found that the specific capital cost of a
10,000-

barrel per day SMDS plant bult on a developed

site in an industrialized country would be around

US$30,000 per daly barrel, whereas for a similar

plant in a remote and undeveloped location the

cost could be up to double that amount. The

uniqueness of the SMDS products, though, in

cluding their added value, gives the SMDS

process excellent opportunities to provide return

on investment.

If feedstock is natural gas, priced at US$0.50 per

mllion BTU, the feedstock cost element in the

product is about US$5 per barrel. The total fixed

and other variable operating costs are estimated

at a further US$5 per barrel. The total required

selling price for the product wll depend on

numerous factors, including fiscal regimes, local

incentives, debt/equity ratio, type of loans and

corporate return requirements. The premium

that may be realized for the high quality products

is also a locally influenced and important aspect;

it may be as high as US$6 to US$8 per barrel

over and above the normal straight run middle

distillate value.

Another important factor is whether the products

are for inland use or for export For countries

with sufficient gas, but who need to import ol or

ol products to meet their local demand, SMDS

products manufactured in that country should

realize at least, import parity values. In some

cases these may be far above the normal world

spot market values. For such countries there

fore, the national benefit of the SMDS process

may be substantial.

In addition to these factors, the capacity of the

plant is of great importance. Especially for

remote locations, where self-sufficiency of the

plant is essential, larger plants, in the 25,000 to

50,000 barrel per day range, have a much better

economy of scale. Moreover, whle the process

is ready for commercialization, further develop
ments are underway at Shell, directed at increas

ing the efficiency of the process even further and

reducing the capital cost. An important area for

these efforts is the synthesis gas manufacturing

plant which constitutes more than 50 percent of

the total process capital cost. Other fields of in

terest include further catalyst improvement the
design of the synthesis reactors and general

process integration within the project It is ex

pected that work in this area, combined with fur-
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ther improvements for larger size plants, wll

bring the specific capital costs for remote areas
to the range of US$25,000 to US$30,000 per daly
barrel. In local circumstances, this may be com

mercially viable.

TECHNOLOGY

DOE GAS-TO-LIQUIDS RESEARCH

PROGRAM REVIEWED

At the Symposium on Alternative Routes for the

Production of Fuels, sponsored by the American
Chemical Society in Washington, D.C. in August
a paper byA Bose, et al., presented a program

matic overview of the United States Department

of Energy's (DOE's) research program for con-

verting natural gas to liquid fuels. These projects

are carried out under the direction of DOE's Pitts

burgh EnergyTechnology Center (PETC).

Gas-To-Uquids Conversion Technologies

Coupling of two methane molecules to higher

hydrocarbons is not thermodynamically
favorable. However, in the presence of a co-

reactant, such as oxygen, the reaction path can

be altered, and methane conversion reactions

can be successfully carried out. Methane can be

upgraded to higher hydrocarbons either by direct

conversion routes (single-step or staged), or in

directly via synthesis gas (a mixture of carbon

monoxide and hydrogen). The important

process considerations for commercially viable

natural gas upgrading operations are methane

conversion rate and selectivity to preferred

products.

Based on chemistry, the direct processes for

natural gas upgrading include:

- Partial oxidation to oxygenates, such as

methanol

- Oxidative coupling to higher hydrocar

bons, such as ethylene

- Pyrolysis to aromatic and/or higher

hydrocarbons

- Derivatization, such as
oxyhydrochlorina-

tion to chlorinated hydrocarbons, which

are subsequently converted to higher

hydrocarbons

In the indirect process, natural gas is first con

verted to synthesis gas, followed by catalytic

hydrogenation of the carbon monoxide in a syn

thesis reactor to a variety of higher hydrocarbon

fuels. Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis and its

variants are important synthesis reactions. The

products of reaction depend on the temperature,

pressure, and catalyst used in the synthesis reac

tor.

PETC's Gas-To-Uquids Program

According to Bose, et al., PETC's program con

sists of research and development activities in

several natural gas conversion chemistries, in

cluding:

- Partial oxidation

- Oxidative coupling
- Pyrolysis

- Derivatization

Partial Oxidation

Partial oxidation of methane refers to the selec

tive oxidation of methane to oxygenates, such as

methanol, or to synthesis gas. In either technol

ogy, control of the extent of gas phase oxidation

to prevent the formation of complete oxidation

products is extremely important For both tech

nologies, oxygen must be separated from air,

which is capital and energy intensive.

PETC is sponsoring a Cooperative Research and

Development Agreement (CRADA) between

Amoco Chemical Company and DOE's Argonne
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National Laboratory (ANL). The research is focus

ing on the development of oxygen-specific,

dense-phase ceramic membranes for the conver

sion of methane to synthesis gas or methanol.

These oxygen specific membranes permit the

transport of oxygen through the membrane whle

totally excluding nitrogen. Such membranes wll

permit the use of air instead of purified oxygen

for the oxidation reactions, thereby substantially

improving the economics of synthesis gas

production technologies, as well as direct conver

sion technologies for methanol.

The Amoco/ANL team has developed novel,

non-perovskite membrane materials for separa

tion of oxygen from air, and conversion of

methane into value-added, easily transportable

liquid hydrocarbons. These proprietary

membrane materials exhibited more than ade

quate oxygen separation capacity and thermal

stabiity during a demonstration run. A plot-

scale demonstration is under study.

Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) is developing
catalysts for the low-temperature conversion of

methane to methanol by simulating biological

mechanisms using computer-aided molecular

design techniques. SNL has tested several

halogenated iron porphyrin catalysts for isopen-

tane oxidation, and have gleaned mechanistic in

formation for developing methane oxidation

catalysts.

AMAX Research and Development had

developed techniques for the synthesis and ac

tivation of vanadium phosphate catalysts from

precursors to form the required active phase for

the conversion of methane to methanol. The

Colorado School of Mines wll continue this ac

tivity.

Oxidative Coupling

Oxidative coupling refers to the chemistry of

reacting methane with oxygen to form C2+
hydrocarbons as intermediate reactive

feedstocks for subsequent conversion to

preferred products.

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) is inves

tigating the use of high-temperature inorganic

membranes that are specific for oxygen diffusion

to achieve the oxidative coupling ofmethane. By

incorporating a suitable oxidative coupling

catalyst into the membrane system and control

ling the flow of oxygen across the membrane, the

coupling reaction may be favored over other

methane oxidation reactions, thereby minimizing

the production of carbon dioxide.

Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis refers to thermal decomposition of

methane in the absence of any oxidant. Theoreti

cally, methane can be pyrolyzed to higher

hydrocarbons by successive dehydrogenation

and radical recombination, and to aromatics by
cyclization of radical fragments. However, the

pyrolysis must be controlled at a certain time-

temperature condition to maximize yields of low

molecular weight products and prevent coke for

mation.

SRI International is attempting to develop a

process for the direct conversion of methane to

higher hydrocarbons under controlled thermal

and catalytic conditions using Fullerene-based

catalysts. SRI has prepared metallized Fullerene

catalysts and these catalysts have been shown to

be effective in stabilizing methyl radicals. Prelimi

nary methane conversion tests using Fullerene

containing soot in the presence of an inert diluent

gave high selectivity to preferred higher hydrocar

bons at low activation temperature.

Altamira Instruments is investigating a catalytic

and/or free radical-induced pyrolysis route for

converting methane to higher unsaturated

hydrocarbons or aromatics. The thermal decom

position ofmethane shows potential as a process

for the production of higher unsaturated and

aromatic hydrocarbons when the extent of reac

tion is limited. Preliminary experiments have

shown that cooling the products and reacting
gases as the reaction proceeds can significantly
reduce or eliminate the formation of solid carbon

and C10+ products.
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Derivatization

Derivatization, in this paper, refers to a two-step
process where methane is first converted to a

reactive, but stable, intermediate followed by sub
sequent conversion of the intermediate product

to desired higher hydrocarbons or value-added

chemicals. The participants in this category of

research are Dow Coming Corporation, Mas

sachusetts Institute ofTechnology (MIT), Institute

ofGasTechnology (IGT), and PETC.

A multi-step approach involving
oxyhydrochlorination was developed by in-house

researchers at PETC for converting methane to

gasoline using several new and better catalyst for

mulations. Dow Coming is attempting to im

prove the PETC process by developing a direct

methane to methyl chloride conversion route.

They successfully developed a highly selective

Cu-based catalyst and a separation unit to

recover methyl chloride from unreacted non-

condensibie effluent streams. Construction of a

bench-scale reactor for optimization of catalyst

and process condition studies is nearing comple

tion.

The objective of the MIT project is to develop a

process for converting methane to solid metal

carbides that can be easly stored, transported,

and hydroiyzed to acetylene or methyl acetylene,

which are reactive precursors to higher hydrocar

bons. MIT researchers are investigating the use

of a thermal plasma reactor to cause decomposi

tion of methane into an ionized, electrically con

ducting plasma followed by energetic reaction

with alkaline metal oxides, such as calcium or

magnesium oxides, to form corresponding car

bides. Stoichiometrically, these reactions are net

hydrogen producers.

IGT is
. investigating the catalytic reaction of

methane with hydrogen sulfide to carbon disul

fide, followed by subsequent conversion of the

carbon disulfide to gasoline range hydrocarbons.

The second step is the MoWl process. Reaction

of methane with sulfur to make carbon disulfide

is known. The novelty of this process, however,

is the reaction with hydrogen sulfide (instead of

sulfur), which results in the net production of

hydrogen for use in the second step. In the

second step, carbon disulfide is reacted with

hydrogen, regenerating hydrogen sulfide for

recycle to the first step.

PETC in-house researchers are investigating the

production of methanol from the photochemical

reaction ofmethane and water. This project com

bines interesting chemistries from several dif

ferent technology areas and could result in a

commercially viable process, according to Bose,

etal.
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